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ABSTRACT 
Drylands include all terrestrial regions where the production of crops, forage, 
wood and other ecosystem services are limited by water. These ecosystems cover 
approximately 40% of the earth terrestrial surface and accommodate more than 2 billion 
people (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, 2005). Moreover, the interannual variability 
of the global carbon budget is strongly regulated by vegetation dynamics in drylands.   
Understanding the dynamics of such ecosystems is significant for assessing the potential 
for and impacts of natural or anthropogenic disturbances and mitigation planning, and a 
necessary step toward enhancing the economic and social well-being of dryland 
communities in a sustainable manner (Global Drylands: A UN system-wide response, 
2011). In this research, a combination of remote sensing, field data collection, and 
ecosystem modeling were used to establish an integrated framework for semi-arid 
ecosystems dynamics monitoring. 
Foliar nitrogen (N) plays an important role in vegetation processes such as 
photosynthesis and there is wide interest in retrieving this variable from hyperspectral 
remote sensing data. In this study, I used the theory of canopy spectral invariants (AKA p-
theory) to understand the role of canopy structure and soil in the retrieval of foliar N from 
hyperspectral data and machine learning techniques. The results of this study showed the 
inconsistencies among different machine learning techniques used for estimating N. Using 
p-theory, I demonstrated that soil can contribute up to 95% to the total radiation budget of 
the canopy. I suggested an alternative approach to study photosynthesis is the use of 
 vii 
dynamic global vegetation models (DGVMs). Gross primary production (GPP) is the 
apparent ecosystem scale photosynthesis that can be estimated using DGVMs. In this 
study, I performed a thorough sensitivity analysis and calibrated the Ecosystem 
Demography (EDv2.2) model along an elevation gradient in a dryland study area. I 
investigated the GPP capacity and activity by comparing the EDv2.2 GPP with flux towers 
and remote sensing products. The overall results showed that EDv2.2 performed well in 
capturing GPP capacity and its long term trend at lower elevation sites within the study 
area; whereas the model performed worse at higher elevations likely due to the change in 
vegetation community. I discussed that adding more heterogeneity and modifying 
ecosystem processes such as phenology and plant hydraulics in ED.v2.2 will improve its 
application to higher elevation ecosystems where there is more vegetation production. And 
finally, I developed an integrated hyperspectral-lidar framework for regional mapping of 
xeric and mesic vegetation in the study area. I showed that by considering spectral shape 
and magnitude, canopy structure and landscape features (riparian zone), we can develop a 
straightforward algorithm for vegetation mapping in drylands. This framework is simple, 
easy to interpret and consistent with our ecological understanding of vegetation distribution 
in drylands over large areas.   Collectively, the results I present in this dissertation 
demonstrate the potential for advanced remote sensing and modeling to help us better 
understand ecosystem processes in drylands. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
Dryland ecosystems serve important carbon cycling functions and provide a host 
of ecosystem services across the globe. Human activities such as land use/landcover change 
have led to substantial changes in semi-arid ecosystems (Gao et al., 2010; Georgescu et al., 
2009; Huang et al., 2016; Scanlon et al., 2006). These fragile ecosystems are prone to the 
ecological disturbances that are within the range of conditions naturally experienced by the 
ecosystem (e.g. fire, extreme climatic events), as well as stressors from anthropogenic  
origins (e.g. fire regime alteration, land use change). Moreover, semi-arid ecosystems serve 
important roles in regulating the global carbon cycle. New evidence shows that at a global 
scale, the land carbon uptake interannual variability strongly linked to vegetation dynamics 
in semi-arid ecosystems (Ahlström et al., 2015; Poulter et al., 2014; Smith et al., 2018). 
Thus, one might conclude that monitoring the status of semi-arid ecosystems is 
fundamental to address the interactions that links biotic systems, of which people are an 
integral part, with the physical system on which they depend. Throughout the dissertation, 
I refer to semi-arid ecosystems interchangeable as drylands and sometimes shrublands. In 
fact, semi-arid ecosystems is one of several dryland ecosystem types (Kottek et al., 2006).  
Remote sensing and process-based modeling are two common tools for ecosystem 
studies. As it is highlighted in (Schimel et al., 2019), satellite vegetation measurements are 
central in many ecosystem ecology studies. Recent advances in optical (400 – 2500 nm) 
sensors such as high spectral (i.e. hyperspectral) and spatial resolutions enable scientists to 
go beyond using vegetation greenness for analysis and retrieve a wide range of ecosystem 
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characteristics. Upcoming imaging spectroscopy sensors that are satellite-based (e.g., 
PRISMA (recently launched), EnMAP, SBG, and CHIME) or currently or planned to be 
on the International Space Station (ISS) (e.g., DESIS, HISUI, and EMIT) will provide an 
unprecedented amount of data for ecosystem monitoring. Moreover, other remote sensing 
sources such Light Detection and Ranging (lidar) provides additional information that can 
improve our understanding of vegetation in drylands. Complementary to remote sensing, 
Dynamic Global Vegetation Models (DGVMs) represent vegetation processes at 
individual scales (e.g. photosynthesis) and ecosystem scales (e.g. competition). These 
models also incorporate other forcing processes such as anthropogenic (e.g. land use, land 
cover change) and natural disturbances (e.g. wildfire). These models are great tools for 
understanding ecosystem processes and making forecasts which may ultimately help 
facilitate the process of decision making and ecosystem management.    
There are challenges associated with the application of both optical remote sensing 
and DGVMs in semi-arid ecosystems. First, semi-arid vegetation is heterogeneous. For 
example, within a pixel or an eddy covariance flux tower (EC towers) footprint, there may 
be multiple plant functional types (PFTs) such as shrub, grass and tree and non-vegetative 
components including soil and litter which collectively contribute to the signal recorded by 
remote sensing sensors or EC towers. Secondly, vegetation cover is typically sparse and 
canopy structure can be short with a significant amount of woody compared to green 
biomass. This is particularly important in remote sensing applications because a low 
amount of leaves can result in a larger contribution of the understory to the total radiation 
budget. Moreover, there is a decoupling between vegetation greenness and its optical 
properties in drylands. For example, water stress forces stomatal closure in plants due to 
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plant hydraulics (Novick et al., 2016) while vegetation greenness remains almost constant 
during this period (Smith et al., 2019). Thus, while environmental stressors (e.g. water 
stress) may change the function of plants, detecting plant function using remote sensing 
data (based on greenness) can be challenging. And, finally, changes in environmental 
conditions lead to rapid changes in vegetation structure and composition. For example we 
can observe rapid changes in vegetation function such as gross primary production (GPP) 
due to precipitation and temperature changes along an elevation gradient. 
The main goals of this study are to further advance the use of remote sensing and 
DGVMs in semi-arid ecosystems. The main research questions I address are: 1) What is 
the role of confounding factors in empirical estimation of canopy nitrogen content 
from hyperspectral data? 2) How does the Ecosystem Demography (ED.v.2.2) model 
perform in simulating GPP along an elevation gradient? and 3) What is the accuracy 
of vegetation classification using an integrated hyperspectral-lidar framework? These 
questions are addressed in subsequent chapters of the dissertation. 
Canopy N is one of the most important elements in enzymes such as Rubisco, amino 
acids, and chlorophyll, and is a key factor in photosynthesis and the terrestrial carbon cycle 
(Bonan, 2019; Schimel et al., 2019). I discuss the retrieval of N from hyperspectral remote 
sensing in shrublands in chapter 2. Specifically, we focus on the effects of confounding 
factors such as soil and canopy structure on the accuracy and stability of N retrieval using 
machine learning techniques. In chapter 3 I investigate the capability of the ED.v.2 
demographic model in simulating GPP along a sharp elevation gradient. I use a Parameter 
Estimation and Uncertainty Analysis (PEST++) to a perform sensitivity analysis and 
calibration of ED.v.2.2. The model simulation is compared with data collected from eddy 
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covariance flux towers and remote sensing products. In chapter 4 I present a framework 
for integrated hyperspectral-lidar vegetation classification including mesic and xeric 
vegetation classes. And finally, in chapter 5, I discuss the contribution of this dissertation 
in studying vegetation in drylands and possible directions for future studies. 
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CHAPTER TWO: EMPIRICAL METHODS FOR REMOTE SENSING OF CANOPY 
NITROGENMAY LEAD TO UNRELIABLE INTERPRETATION OF ECOSSYSTEM 
FUNCTION 
This chapter has been published as: 
H. Dashti, N. F. Glenn, S. Ustin, J. J. Mitchell, Y. Qi, N. T. Ilangakoon, A. N. Flores, 
J. L. Silván-Cárdenas, K. Zhao, L. P. Spaete, and M. de Graaff, “Empirical 
Methods for Remote Sensing of Nitrogen in Drylands May Lead to 
Unreliable Interpretation of Ecosystem Function,” IEEE Trans. Geosci. 
Remote Sens., pp. 1–12, 2019. 
Abstract 
Nitrogen (N) has been linked to different ecosystem processes, and retrieving this 
important foliar biochemical constituent from remote sensing observations is of 
widespread interest. Since N is not explicitly represented in physically based radiative 
transfer models, empirical methods have been used as an alternative. The spectral bands 
selected during the calibration of empirical methods have been interpreted in the context 
of light-N interactions and consequently, ecosystem function. The low amount of leaves 
on shrubs and their sparse distribution in drylands create an environment in which canopy 
structure and the bright background soil play an important role in the canopy total radiation 
budget. In this study, we examine the assumption that removing the impact of canopy 
structure and soil will result in improved N retrieval using empirical methods. We report 
inconsistencies in the selection of spectral bands among the empirical approaches. 
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Moreover, these methods are sensitive to the scale of the study and band transformations. 
Using the generalized theory of canopy spectral invariants, we found that at the canopy 
scale a combination of canopy structure and soil dominate the total canopy radiation. At 
the plot scale, soil contributes up to 95% of the total reflectance. Correction for these two 
confounding factors leads to no correlation between N and vegetation reflectance at both 
scales. We conclude that while cross-validated predictive models may be statistically 
achievable, caution should be taken when interpreting their results in the context of N-light 
interactions and ecosystem function. Our approach can be extended to all terrestrial 
ecosystems with multiple layers of canopy and understory. 
Introduction 
Terrestrial ecosystem processes have been interpreted from remote sensing 
estimates of foliar nitrogen and other leaf biochemicals. Canopy N has been related to 
forest albedo and linked to climate change (Ollinger et al., 2008), nutrient limitation (Asner 
et al., 2015a), Amazonian functional biodiversity (Asner et al., 2014), and the role of the 
plant community in controlling canopy biochemistry (Dahlin et al., 2013). 
There are two general approaches for remote sensing of canopy chemistry: physical 
methods based on the concept of radiative transfer models (RTMs) and empirical/statistical 
methods based on regression analysis. A combination of these two approaches, known as 
hybrid methods, can also be used (Liang, 2003). Since there are no reliable RTMs that 
include leaf N, this foliar variable is mostly identified by empirical methods. Acceptable 
estimates of N have been reported using a range of empircal methods (average R2 and 
RMSE of 0.72 and ± 0.16, respectively, (Homolová et al., 2013a)). These include multiple 
linear regression (Feng et al., 2014; Pacheco-Labrador et al., 2014), partial least squares 
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(PLS) regression (Feng et al., 2014; Lepine et al., 2016; Mitchell et al., 2012; Ramoelo et 
al., 2012), stepwise multiple linear (SML) regression (Miphokasap et al., 2012) and more 
recently popular methods such as neural networks (Huang et al., 2004; Kalacska et al., 
2015), support vector machines (SVM) (Karimi et al., 2006; Sun et al., 2017), Bayesian 
regression (BR) (Zhao et al., 2013) and Random Forest (RF) (X. Li et al., 2014). 
The goal of statistical analysis is to fit a model between N and the feature space 
(i.e., spectral bands) or a transformation of the feature space. The developed model is then 
tested for its predictive power using cross-validation. The most influential variables on the 
model fit are then discussed in the context of light-N interactions. There are three issues 
related to this type of study. First, it is known that multiple chemical, physical and structural 
properties of vegetation and background soil control the spectral signal received at leaf, 
canopy and plot scales. In many cases, such as in sparse vegetation cover, N does not 
dominate the spectra (Asner, 1998; Asner et al., 2000). Ideal empirical studies usually 
include relevant predictor and response variables. It is thus essential to consider whether 
empirical relationships between reflectance spectra and N are suitable. Another 
consideration is that there is limited consistency between empirical studies in the selected 
bands for N prediction (Grossman et al., 1996; Homolová et al., 2013a). More importantly, 
in some cases, the selected bands are not consistent with the concepts of radiative transfer 
of N absorption, but rather driven by canopy structure or other factors that may or may not 
covary with N. For example, in dense forests with the assumption of a zero canopy 
background contribution (i.e. black soil) to the total canopy bidirectional reflectance factor 
(BRF), it has been shown that canopy structure derives positive correlation between the 
near-infrared (NIR, 800-850 nm) and N (Yuri Knyazikhin et al., 2013c). In fact, multiple 
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studies have identified NIR as important predictors of N (Martin et al., 2008; Ollinger et 
al., 2008; Wang et al., 2016). Finally, further investigation of the generalizability of 
empirical studies with cross-validation is needed. The number of successful N retrieval 
studies using statistical methods has been used as affirmation for the replicability of these 
models (Townsend et al., 2013). There is an urgent need to examine the interpretability of 
empirical methods and their fundamental meaning to the remote sensing and ecology 
community. 
One way to study the interpretation of empirical methods is to investigate their link 
to underlying light-canopy physical processes. Knyazikhin (Yuri Knyazikhin et al., 2013c) 
used the theory of spectral invariants (Huang et al., 2007), which is based on radiative 
transfer (Knyazikhin. et al., 1998), and introduced a directional area scattering factor 
(DASF) as a new measure of canopy structure. DASF, in concept, is an estimate of the 
ratio of the leaf area that forms the canopy boundary, as seen along a given direction, to 
the total leaf area. Normalization of BRF to DASF results in canopy scattering coefficients 
(W) which are insensitive to canopy structure. In contrast to empirical findings, W exhibits 
either negative or no correlation with N (Yuri Knyazikhin et al., 2013c; Latorre-Carmona 
et al., 2014). A complicating factor is that while the DASF approach assumes a black soil 
background, in many ecosystems this assumption is violated and indeed impacts of soil can 
be larger than those from the canopy structure itself.   
While empirical methods are widely used for canopy N retrieval, comprehensive 
studies linking these results to physical processes such as canopy radiative transfer are 
lacking. Our goal is to examine empirical methods used for more than two decades in the 
remote sensing community to answer the fundamental question of whether we can rely on 
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these methods to predict N in the context of the confounding factors of canopy structure 
and soil. Our null hypothesis is that correcting for confounding factors will improve N 
predictions using empirical methods. To test our hypothesis, we implement a range of 
empirical models and physical analyses based on the generalized theory of canopy spectral 
invariants (Yuri Knyazikhin et al., 2013c; Silván-Cárdenas and Corona-Romero, 2017). 
Our study advances the community discussion of light-N interactions beyond dense forests 
to include ecosystems with multiple layers of canopy and understory. 
Materials and methods 
Five sites were selected across the western US in the semi-arid ecosystem known 
as the Great Basin (GB) for the field study and data collection (Figure. S1). The Reynolds 
Creek Experimental Watershed (RCEW), Birds of Prey (BoP) and Hollister sites are 
located in Idaho and the Big Pine (BP) and Lone Pine (LP) sites are located in California 
on the eastern side of the Sierra Mountains. The dominant vegetation cover in the GB is 
sparsely distributed shrubs. These dryland study sites provide the opportunity to study the 
impact of canopy structure and soil on remote sensing of N, and extend previous work in 
dense forests to xeric ecosystems. Most of the ecosystems follow the same pattern in which 
an understory layer (e.g. soil, grass etc.) contribute to the total pixel radiation budget. Field 
data sampling was conducted during 2014 and 2015 (Table S1 and dataset S1). Considering 
the dominance of sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata) and bitterbrush (Purshia tridentata) in 
the study sites, plots were selected based on the dominant cover of one of these two species. 
We define three scales for the study: at the leaf scale the spectra were collected from dry 
leaves, at canopy scale, the spectrometer was held above the top of the canopy, and at plot 
scale (10 m × 10 m), the spectra are acquired from the AVIRIS-NG (dataset S2) airborne 
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hyperspectral sensor. An extended version of data collection can be found in supplementary 
information (SI; Text1). Four different types of spectral transformations were applied to 
the spectra, the smoothed dataset using the Savitzky-Golay filter (Savitzky and Golay, 
1964) with a frame size of 11, and second-degree polynomial, logarithmic transformation, 
first derivative of smoothed dataset and logarithm of the first derivative. These 
transformations are widely used in remote sensing of canopy chemistry and are known to 
enhance the absorption features (Axelsson et al., 2013; Curran et al., 2001; Xinchuan Li et 
al., 2014). For the statistical analysis we implemented PLS (Wold et al., 2001), SVM 
(Smola and Schölkopf, 2004), RF (Breiman, 2001), and BR regression (Zhao et al., 2013) 
methods and a newly developed multi-method ensemble variable selection based on the 
integration of PLS, SVM and RF (Feilhauer et al., 2015). In this Ensemble approach, a 
spectral band is important if it is identified as important by all three methods. Each method 
returns band importance which will be weighted by the explained variance of selected 
model for each method according to equation 1: 
𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = (𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 ∗ 𝑅𝑅2)/𝜎𝜎𝐼𝐼                                                                   (1) 
Where 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖is the weighted importance of band i, 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 is the raw measure of the band 
importance of the regression method and R2 is the explained variance of the model in cross-
validation or out-of-the-bag testing and 𝜎𝜎𝐼𝐼  is the standard deviation across the raw measures 
of importance of each model. The product of the three weighted importance values is 
considered as Ensemble importance. As a base method, we calculate the variable 
importance in projection (VIP) by developing 1000 PLS models (Feilhauer et al., 2015), 
(Singh et al., 2015). VIP is the most common approach for variable selection based on PLS 
outputs. In our approach, a band was considered important when its average VIP value 
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along with one standard deviation (derived from 1000 iterations) was above one. We refer 
to the mean of the 1000 PLS models as the PLSRef model. The reported R2 and coefficient 
of variation (CV) for PLSref is the mean of all 1000 model runs. K-fold cross-validation 
and also leave-one-dataset-out validation has been used to assess the model's performance. 
In the leave-one-dataset-out approach a complete dataset that has been collected in a given 
year and site was kept out of calibration step. A synthetic dataset was created to test the 
performance of all methods in an ideal case. This dataset contained 200 observations with 
500 correlated predictors. Ten of the predictors were set to have a coefficient value of one 
(i.e., relevant predictors), and all other predictors are zero (unrelated predictors). A 
complete description of a similar dataset construction is presented in (Zhao et al., 2013). 
The purpose of the statistical analysis is not to test a comprehensive list of the algorithms 
but to implement the most common ones. 
The physical analysis is based on the theory of canopy spectral invariants. 
According to this theory, under the assumption of black soil, canopy scattering s(λ) and 
absorption a(λ) are expressed in equations 2 and 3: 
𝑠𝑠(𝜆𝜆) =  (1−𝑝𝑝)𝜔𝜔𝑙𝑙(𝜆𝜆)
1−𝑝𝑝𝜔𝜔𝑙𝑙(𝜆𝜆) 𝑖𝑖0                                                 (2) 
𝑎𝑎(𝜆𝜆) =  1−𝜔𝜔𝑙𝑙(𝜆𝜆)
1−𝑝𝑝𝜔𝜔𝑙𝑙(𝜆𝜆) 𝑖𝑖0                                                 (3) 
Where 𝑖𝑖0 is the probability of canopy interceptance, 𝜔𝜔𝑙𝑙 is the single scattering 
albedo of an average phytoelement at any wavelength and p is the recollision probability 
(Smolander and Stenberg, 2005). The recollision probability can be interpreted as the 
probability that a photon interacted with canopy elements will interact within the canopy 
again (Vanhatalo et al., 2014). This theory can be generalized to the situation with multiple 
endmembers and the interaction between photons and endmembers can be treated as an 
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infinite-state Markov chain (Silván-Cárdenas and Corona-Romero, 2017). Then equations 
2 and 3 have the form: 
𝑠𝑠(𝜆𝜆) = 𝒒𝒒𝑇𝑇𝛀𝛀(𝜆𝜆)𝒊𝒊(𝜆𝜆)                                                   (4) 
𝑎𝑎(𝜆𝜆) =∝𝑇𝑇 𝒊𝒊(𝜆𝜆)                                                          (5) 
 
Where 𝒒𝒒 = (𝑰𝑰 − 𝑷𝑷𝒏𝒏)𝟏𝟏 is the vector of escape probability after n interactions,  
𝛀𝛀(𝜆𝜆) = 𝒅𝒅𝒊𝒊𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅[𝜔𝜔1(𝜆𝜆) …𝜔𝜔𝑚𝑚(𝜆𝜆)] is a diagonal matrix of single scattering albedo associated 
with endmembers and ∝ (𝜆𝜆) = �𝑰𝑰 − 𝛀𝛀(𝜆𝜆)�1 is the vector of the endmember's absorptance. 
The quantity q defines the probability that a photon scattered by phytoelements will escape 
vegetation toward a given direction (Knyazikhin et al., 2011). This generalization includes 
both photons from the canopy endmembers 𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐  and background endmembers 𝑟𝑟𝐵𝐵 or 𝑠𝑠 =  𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐 +
𝑟𝑟𝐵𝐵. Furthermore, based on the principle of energy conservation, we can calculate the 
canopy radiation budget (CRB) and quantify canopy and surface contribution to the CRB. 
We assume there are two layers consisting of a canopy layer on top of a flat soil layer. The 
solution of CRB with reflective surface is built by integrating the black soil solution (BS) 
problem, which soil impact is negligible and the second solution where soil is considered 
as the source of illumination (S problem). Then CRB can be expressed in equations 6 to 8: 
𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐(𝜆𝜆) =  𝑟𝑟𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵(𝜆𝜆) + 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠(𝜆𝜆)𝑡𝑡𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵(𝜆𝜆)1−𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠(𝜆𝜆)𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠(𝜆𝜆) (𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠(𝜆𝜆) − 𝑞𝑞𝑠𝑠)              (6) 
𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐(𝜆𝜆) = 𝑎𝑎𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵(𝜆𝜆) + 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠(𝜆𝜆)𝑡𝑡𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵(𝜆𝜆)1−𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠(𝜆𝜆)𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠(𝜆𝜆) 𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠(𝜆𝜆)                        (7) 
𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐(𝜆𝜆) = 𝑡𝑡𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵(𝜆𝜆) + 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠(𝜆𝜆)𝑡𝑡𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵(𝜆𝜆)1−𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠(𝜆𝜆)𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠(𝜆𝜆) (𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠(𝜆𝜆) − 𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙)               (8) 
 
Where 𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐, 𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐, 𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐,  𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠 and 𝑞𝑞𝑠𝑠 are canopy reflectance, canopy absorptance, canopy 
transmittance, soil reflectance, and photon escape probability from soil, respectively. The 
BS and S reflectance, absorptance and transmittance are defined in equation 9-14:  
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𝑟𝑟𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵(𝜆𝜆) =  𝑞𝑞𝑙𝑙𝜔𝜔𝑙𝑙(𝜆𝜆)1−𝑝𝑝_{𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿}𝜔𝜔𝑙𝑙(𝜆𝜆) 𝑖𝑖0                        (9) 
𝑎𝑎𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵(𝜆𝜆) =  1−𝜔𝜔𝑙𝑙(𝜆𝜆)1−𝑝𝑝_{𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿}𝜔𝜔𝑙𝑙(𝜆𝜆) 𝑖𝑖0                                           (10) 
𝑡𝑡𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵(𝜆𝜆) =  𝑡𝑡0 + 𝑝𝑝_{𝐿𝐿𝐵𝐵}−𝜔𝜔𝑙𝑙(𝜆𝜆)1−𝑝𝑝_{𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿}𝜔𝜔𝑙𝑙(𝜆𝜆) 𝑖𝑖0                        (11) 
And  
𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠 =  (𝑡𝑡𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵−𝑡𝑡0)𝑝𝑝_{𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐿}𝑖𝑖0                          (12) 
𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠 =  𝑎𝑎𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑝𝑝_{𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐿}𝑖𝑖0                            (13) 
𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠 =  𝑟𝑟𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑝𝑝_{𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐿}𝑖𝑖0 + 𝑞𝑞𝑠𝑠                           (14) 
 
Where 𝑞𝑞𝑙𝑙, 𝑖𝑖0 and 𝑡𝑡0 are canopy escape probability and canopy interceptance and 
uncollided transmittance of the BS problem, respectively.  𝑝𝑝_{𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿}, 𝑝𝑝_{𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿} and 𝑝𝑝_{𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿} and 
𝑝𝑝_{𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿} are the leaf-leaf, leaf-soil, soil-leaf and soil-soil recollision probabilities. The 
second term in Equation 6 accounts for the influence of soil to the CRB. Photons that 
escape directly from the surface are not part of the canopy reflectance even if they interact 
with canopy before reaching the surface. Subtracting these term from 𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐 ,  leave us with 𝑟𝑟𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 
which has the form noted in Equation 9. Not surprisingly, the 𝑟𝑟𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 is similar to the model 
developed for the black soil problem (Equation 2, (Smolander and Stenberg, 2005)) with 
recollision probability 𝑝𝑝 = 𝑝𝑝_{𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿}. Thus, one should note that the contribution of soil to 
the total reflectance is the sum of the photons that escape from soil (𝑟𝑟𝐵𝐵) and reach the 
sensor and the portion of photons that escape from soil and influence the canopy reflectance 
(𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐). We refer to the first component as soil contribution to the total reflectance and second 
component as the soil contribution to the reflectance of CRB. A complete derivation and 
description of the terms in Equations 4-14 are provided in (Silván-Cárdenas and Corona-
Romero, 2017; Silván-Cárdenas and Wang, 2010). With the assumption that soil is flat (no 
interaction between soil endmembers) 𝑝𝑝_{𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿}  is much lower than the other recollision 
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probabilities and can be neglected (𝑝𝑝_{𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿} = 0). In order to estimate 𝑝𝑝_{𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿}, 
𝑝𝑝_{𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿},𝑝𝑝_{𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿} and 𝑖𝑖0, we fit the spectra at each scale to Equation 4 using the covariance 
matrix adaptation evolution strategy (CMAES) optimization approach (Hansen, 2016). The 
mean RMSE between simulated and measured total canopy spectra at the canopy scale is 
0.01 and at the plot scale is 0.02. CMAES is a state-of-the-art evolutionary algorithm 
developed for non-linear, non-convex black-box optimization problems. We added 4% 
Gaussian noise to the spectrums and performed inversion. Our preliminary analysis (not 
shown) using 100 different random initial points and a noisy objective function showed 
that CMAES is not sensitive to the initial points or noise and consistently returns the global 
minima. Using the recollision probabilities and equations 6-8, CRB was calculated. The 
𝑟𝑟𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 was used for the retrieval of DASF. The DASF was calculated using the algorithm 
developed by (Yuri Knyazikhin et al., 2013c), the only modification was, instead of using 
a reference leaf albedo we used measured green leaf reflectance of sagebrush and 
bitterbrush (Roberts et al., 1998). In order to calculate leaf albedo, leaf transmittance was 
acquired by inversion of PROSPECT-5 leaf model (Feret et al., 2008) using the measured 
leaves reflectance. In summary the steps of our physical analysis is as follows:  
- Fit the spectrum to Equation 4 to estimate recollision probabilities.  
- Use estimated recollision probabilities to calculate 𝑟𝑟𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 using Equations 6-14.  
- Use 𝑟𝑟𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 to calculate DASF and calculate canopy scattering.  
- Canopy scattering is then used for statistical analysis. 
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Results and discussion 
Variable selection is sensitive to transformation and scale 
Using an ideal dataset (materials and method), Figure. 2.1 shows the performance 
of an Ensemble model and its sub-models (PLS, SVM, RF), variable importance in 
projection (VIP) and Bayesian regression variable selection techniques. We start by 
discussing the VIP results. Between methods, VIP performs the worst in variable selection 
by identifying numerous unrelated bands as important. In cases where there is high co-
variation between variables (e.g., spectral bands) but small correlation to the target (e.g., 
N), the standardization used by PLS can address the latter, but at the cost of increasing the 
weight of minor variables with low signal-to-noise ratios (Kvalheim et al., 2014). This 
directly impacts the VIP as it is a filter method and uses the PLS output with no further 
post-processing.  This behavior can also be seen at the leaf scale (Figure. 2.2), though to a 
lesser degree than the canopy and plot scales. Our first observation shows that the VIP is 
sensitive to the type of transformation. Across all transformations, the VIP identified the 
NIR region (~800-1350 nm) as important predictors of leaf N. This is controversial since 
most of the incident radiation is reflected and transmitted (~ 50% each) in the NIR region 
by the leaf mesophyll (Walter-Shea and J. M. Norsman, 1991) and it is extremely difficult 
to identify weak N absorption bands (e.g., 910 and 1020 nm; (Curran, 1989)) using variable 
selection techniques. While many hyperspectral studies use VIP for band selection 
(Castaldi et al., 2016; Herrmann et al., 2011; Xinchuan Li et al., 2014) and specifically in 
foliar N estimation (Ewald et al., 2018a; Lepine et al., 2016; Pellissier et al., 2015; Wang 
et al., 2016), the selection of unrelated bands may require further examination of VIP. 
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Figure. 2.1 Performance of different empirical models on an ideal synthetic 
dataset. 
Figure. 2.1 shows that the BR produced the closest results to the ideal model for 
band selection, and the Ensemble approach follows with less ideal, but comparable results. 
In the Ensemble approach, a spectral band is important if it is considered important by all 
three regression methods (PLS, RF, and SVM). The peaks in the PLS match the coefficients 
of the ideal model, but PLS assigned weights to many unrelated variables. RF is more 
restrictive and consequently many unrelated bands are close to zero. This restrictive 
behavior, however, caused RF to miss some of the important variables. The SVM results 
are similar to PLS, which has been observed in other studies (Feilhauer et al., 2015). The 
improved performance of the BR and Ensemble methods can be attributed to the fact that 
both methods are ensembles of competing models. BR is based on Bayesian model 
averaging and has theoretical advantages over standard regression analysis (Zhao et al., 
2013). The Ensemble method, on the other hand, uses the relative merits of PLS, SVM, 
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and RF. For example, the restrictive variable selection method of RF is balanced with the 
more inclusive PLS and SVM in the Ensemble approach. 
When we used field data at the leaf scale, both the Ensemble and RF methods show 
less sensitivity to the transformations. However, the individual models of the Ensemble in 
isolation show sensitivity to the transformation. These transformations have been accepted 
as a standard preprocessing method for remote sensing of foliar biochemistry. Thus, two 
studies with the same dataset but different spectral transformation for predicting N can 
suggest different spectral bands as important predictors. At the leaf scale, our findings show 
that the log transformed dataset leads to more meaningful bands when compared with 
known N absorption regions (Table S2). If assuming the leaf reflectance spectrum has the 
same shape as leaf transmittance, then the log-transformation is an approximation of the 
foliar absorption spectra and is consistent with the Beer’s law absorption coefficient 
(Dawson et al., 1999). 
Using the log transformation and Ensemble approach for interpretation, most of the 
selected bands at the leaf scale are in the visible and mid-infrared (MIR; 1350 > nm), with 
no bands selected in the NIR region. Selection of the visible spectrum can be attributed 
more explicitly to chlorophyll content (Ustin et al., 2009). Moderate correlation is reported 
between chlorophyll and N (Homolová et al., 2013b). In the shortwave infrared (SWIR) 
region identified bands centered near 1655, 1715, 1900 and 2200 nm can be attributed to 
N absorption at 1690, 1940, and 2240 nm. Among them the bands near 2240 and 2300 nm 
are more directly related to the N or proteins which carry N, while other bands can be 
associated with absorption by biochemicals such as lignin, cellulose, and starch. The 
complex interactions between N and these biochemicals may result in misinterpretation of 
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the selected bands and consequently unreliable statistical estimates of N. The Ensemble 
method is a VS method and does not provide predictions. Since the VS performance of BR 
and Ensemble are close, BR can be used for both variable selection and model fitting at the 
leaf scale. We conclude that at the leaf scale, with the assumption of no confounding 
factors, robust empirical methods such as BR are likely to provide a meaningful model for 
N predictions. However, it is important to choose the appropriate spectral transformation 
(e.g., logarithmic transformation), and results of the VS should be checked with known 
absorption regions. 
 
 
Figure. 2.2 Variable selection using different methods at the leaf scale for four 
different spectral transformations for nitrogen estimation. 
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Moving from the leaf to canopy and plot scales, the selected bands for N differ, 
regardless of the method used. Figure. 2.3 shows variable selection for the log transformed 
dataset. Other transformations can be found in Figure. S3. The fundamental assumption of 
empirical predictions is foliar N controls the reflectance (Disney, 2016; Verstraete et al., 
1996) and thus we would expect consistency in the bands identified as important across 
scales. However, Figure. 2.3 indicates a lack of this consistency across scales. This is the 
first evidence that there are other elements that may have a more dominant role in 
controlling canopy radiation. 
 
Figure. 2.3 Scaling up band selection for N from leaf (left) to canopy (middle) and 
plot (right). Data are shown for log transformation. 
Using log transformed data and focusing on the Ensemble or BR methods, the 
spectral regions identified as important for N are similar to the regions identified as 
important for a similar analysis of leaf area index (LAI) at the canopy and plot scales 
(Figure. 2.4 and Figure. S4). Most of these bands lie in the red edge and NIR region. The 
NIR region in particular is known to be attributed to canopy structure (i.e., LAI). However, 
the predictive power of these bands for LAI is much less than N (Table S3 and S4). For 
example, the cross-validated mean R2 and coefficient of variation (CV) of all methods for 
the log transformed prediction of N at the canopy scale are 0.61 and 16.67, respectively, 
while for LAI they are 0.26 and 35.39, respectively. It is tempting to discuss this in terms 
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of ecology and the association between canopy N and LAI, however it is more likely a 
statistical problem. An explanation is that statistically significant explanatory variables 
(e.g., spectral bands) that have an association with a target variable might not necessarily 
carry the most predictive power and the most predictive variables are not necessarily the 
most significant ones (Lo et al., 2016, 2015). A key distinction that makes a variable 
significant or predictive lies in the properties of their underlying distribution. This issue 
has been observed in different disciplines from genome-wide association studies (Gränsbo 
et al., 2013) for disease predictions to social studies predicting civil wars (Ward et al., 
2010). Thus, the problem can be statistically framed by asking if the research goal is to 
find highly significant or highly predictive variables whereas searching for both significant 
and predictive variables can lead to conflicting directions (Lo et al., 2015). The notion of 
predictability and significance of variables has not been explored in remote sensing of 
canopy biochemistry. In the next section, we discuss the problem associated with cross-
validation and demonstrate that these predictive variables for N lose their predictive power 
when applied to an external dataset, of which time or location are different from the 
calibration dataset.
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Figure. 2.4 Variable selection for LAI and N at canopy (top) and plot (bottom) 
scales (data shown for log transformation). 
Cross-validation is overoptimistic 
Generalization of a statistical method is a key concept and refers to applying a 
model based on a particular target population to other populations (Kenett and Shmueli, 
2015). As discussed in the classical paper by Verstraete et al. (1996) (Verstraete et al., 
1996), “a relation obtained by statistically correlating remote sensing measurements and 
field observations, is useful only for those locations and times other than those used to 
establish the correlation.” Otherwise, remote sensing provides no new information. Cross-
validation is accepted as the de facto standard method used in remote sensing communities 
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to test for the generalization of the developed model. Table S5 shows results for normal 
cross-validation vs. validation results for the dataset that was kept out of calibration 
(Materials and Methods). The datasets are different in either time (year of data collection) 
or spatial location. While cross-validation shows well enough performance of different 
methods, when applying the same models to an independent dataset, the R2 of at least one 
of the methods is close to zero. Similar results are reported in other disciplines (Castaldi et 
al., 2011; Huang et al.). Even strict cross validations may still be overoptimistic due to 
heterogeneity between datasets (Bernau et al., 2014). Thus, our results indicate that indeed 
these statistical methods are not replicable. 
Changes in time and location change the distribution of feature space (Bareinboim 
and Pearl, 2016; Zhou et al., 2018) due to differences in measurements or state variables 
that control soil-plant-reflectance interactions. The state variables are those that are clearly 
represented in RTMs (Verstraete et al., 1996). The simplest statistical fix for the 
replicability of statistical methods is to seek models that perform well enough in the context 
of the leave-one-dataset-out test. None of the methods used in this study show strong 
overall performance with this test. More sophisticated solutions are based on methods that 
can compensate (or correct) for distributional shifts which may also be referred to as 
“domain adaptation” (Baktashmotlagh et al., 2013; Ganin et al., 2015). The recent 
framework developed by (Zhou et al., 2018) would enable us to identify and correct the 
distributional shift. The important point here is even if we correct for distribution shifting 
and we ignore the fact that we don’t have enough information about the vegetation to derive 
N, our model is still at best a predictive model and is not correlative. Because we are 
changing the distribution of features, as a consequence we might obtain a new set of 
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features which might have good predictive power, even for external datasets, but with 
limited correlative relation with N. Our conclusion is, if we ignore the impacts of canopy 
structure and soil on the total canopy reflectance and if the question at hand is just 
prediction not interpretation, then with some statistical manipulations we are able to 
produce predictive models. However, caution must be observed when interpreting these 
models, and in particular at scales larger than the leaf scale. 
Canopy structure and soil dominate the total canopy reflectance 
Figure. 2.5 shows the boxplot of estimated spectral invariants at the canopy and plot 
scales. Here we assume a two-layer system in which a layer of a canopy is on top of a layer 
of soil, an assumption similar to many open canopy ecosystems. However, this approach 
can be extended to layers of multiple canopies from different species and understories. The 
probability of a photon intercepted by the canopy and soil are 𝑖𝑖0 and 1 − 𝑖𝑖0, respectively. 
P_{LL}, P_{LS}, and P_{SL} are the probabilities of photon interactions between canopy-
canopy, canopy-soil and soil-canopy, respectively. Figure. 2.5 shows changing scale from 
canopy to plot should affect P_{SL} and 𝑖𝑖0, but not P_{LL} and P_{LS}. This is because 
the probability that a photon escapes from the canopy (1-P_{LL}-P_{LS}) should remain 
independent of soil condition (e.g., reflective vs. non-reflective). At the canopy scale the 
mean of 𝑖𝑖0 is 0.17, and at the plot scale, it is 0.05. This low number simply shows the large 
impact of the soil on the total reflectance at both canopy and plot scales. For example, if 
we assume no additional interaction between photons from vegetation and soil, the total 
canopy reflectance is composed of 17% information from the shrub and 83% from the soil. 
At the plot scale, the contribution of soil can be represented in two forms, photons leaving 
the soil towards the sensor and photons leaving the soil and contributing to the CRB. Thus, 
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the impacts of the soil at the plot scale are more than the canopy. Figure. 2.6 compares the 
simulation for two shrubs. The contribution of canopy reflectance to total reflectance is 
much higher in the green shrub. If we remove the contribution of soil in the CRB for the 
dry shrub, then the residual (which is reflectance of the canopy itself) is close to zero. This 
is expected since there is no leaf on the canopy. Finally, Figure. 2.7 shows the simulations 
of different components of the total canopy and plot reflectance for all samples.  Not 
surprisingly the greater impact of soil at the plot scale, compared to the canopy scale, is 
observable. 
 
Figure. 2.5 Spectral invariant parameters at canopy (left) and plot (right) scales. 
The next step is to estimate the impact of canopy structure on the total BRF. We removed 
the soil contribution in total BRF, and the residual was used to calculate the DASF 
(Materials and methods). Among 151 samples at the canopy scale, we could not calculate 
DASF for 49 samples. These shrubs are mostly located in California sites suffering drought 
that have few small leaves (e.g., Figure. 2.6 left). Thus, after removing the impact of soil, 
the residual is close to zero and calculating DASF is meaningless. As expected, this 
problem is worse at the plot scale. In fact, we could not calculate DASF for any of the plot 
samples after removing soil. This is another piece of evidence that supports the rejection 
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of using a cross-validated statistical N estimate at the plot scale (Table S3). In conclusion, 
the majority of the information contained in the plot reflectance is from the soil (up to 95%) 
and after removing it, there might not be enough information to infer canopy structure or 
N. Thus our statistical prediction of foliar N at the plot scale is unreliable. 
 
Figure. 2.6 Comparison of simulations between a dry shrub (left) located in 
California and green shrub (right) located in Idaho. 
The R2 of the BRF/leaf albedo ratio vs. BRF relationship is an estimate of the DASF 
quality retrieval. A note of caution is that, in theory, it is still possible to estimate DASF 
values with an R2 close to one for small BRF. However, the estimated DASF is very small. 
Normalizing canopy BRF to a small DASF will result in large canopy scattering (W more 
than one) which is impossible. This is important since filtering sparse vegetation based on 
this R2 has been recently suggested (Köhler et al., 2018), which may lead to incorrect 
canopy scattering. For green shrubs, DASF has a positive correlation (Figure. 2.8) with the 
shoulder of the NIR region (800-850 nm). This is in line with the radiative transfer process 
and Knyazikhin et al. (2013) (Yuri Knyazikhin et al., 2013c) findings. 
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Figure. 2.7 Simulation of different components of total reflectance of canopy (left) 
and plot (right) samples. 
Figure. 2.9 shows canopy scattering for the shrubs for which we were able to 
calculate DASF. Canopy scattering mimics a typical leaf albedo and is insensitive to 
canopy structure (Yuri Knyazikhin et al., 2013c), demonstrating success with the DASF 
approach. In the next section we experiment with using canopy scattering across all 
wavelengths to predict foliar N. 
 
Figure. 2.8 Relationship between DASF and BRF in the NIR region. 
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Figure. 2.9 Canopy scattering correction for soil and canopy structure. 
Correlation and causation and the concept of counterfactual 
Table 2.1 shows the results of corrected canopy samples versus their counterpart 
samples which were not corrected for soil and canopy structure. It can be seen that after 
correction for canopy structure and soil, none of the methods or transformations predict N 
for canopy-scale data. Since we selected the log transformation for our statistical analysis, 
we also provided its 1:1 plots between measured and predicted N before and after 
corrections (SI, Figure. S5).  The correlation between N and reflectance implies association 
(dependence) rather than causation. Association can exist between two variables in the 
presence or absence of causality (Altman and Krzywinski, 2015). It is common to deduce 
a causal relationship from a correlation. For any causal claim to be verified, one should 
consider the might be condition. For example, what might be the case for the N-light 
relationship if canopy structure and soil did not exist? This is known as the theory of 
counterfactual (Lewis, 2000). Causality is the fundamental property of a system which 
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means a causal relationship would be invariant to the changes of the system. Our physical 
analysis provides the basis to test for counterfactual outcomes. Since the results of the N 
prediction before and after correction for soil and canopy structure have changed, a causal 
relationship between reflectance and N cannot be concluded. Consequently, we reject our 
null hypothesis that removing confounding factors improves predictions. 
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Table 2.1 Empirical estimation of canopy N for shrubs corrected for the impact 
of soil and canopy structure. 
 Before correction for structure and soil After correction for structure and soil 
Ensemble BR PLS
_ref 
Ensemble BR PLS_ref 
PLS SVM RF PLS SVM RF 
Smoothed 
R2 0.61 0.49 0.37 0.37 0.51 0.19 0.18 0.16 0.18 0.08 
CV 16.8
7 
1.90 2.66 8.32 9.17 6.54 6.75 0.32 23.73 27.38 
Log transformation 
R2 0.60 0.62 0.37 0.47 0.52 0.18 0.19 0.16 0 0.08 
CV 18.7
4 
19.63 22.34 16.49 19.4
2 
26.57 26.91 30.5
4 
26.9 27.36 
First derivative 
R2 0.57 0.54 0.61 0.35 0.42 0.17 0.16 0.15 0 0.07 
CV 19.7
9 
19.46 16.24 18.34 21.6
8 
26.58 26.71 30.1 26.3 27.46 
Log transformation of the first derivative 
R2 0.58 0.74 0.67 0.36 0.52 0.12 0.16 0.17 0 0.05 
CV 18.2
7 
14.21 15.45 16.13 19.2
8 
26.52 26.59 30.3
3 
27.06 27.41 
 
One argument is that N-reflectance correlation implies a functional association 
(Ollinger et al., 2013), which is consistent with ecological understanding (i.e., plant 
physiology). From our analysis, correction for canopy structure and soil leads to no 
correlation. This does not, however, invalidate the functional association. Undoubtedly, N 
plays an important role in different canopy processes, however not all associations lead to 
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correlation (Altman and Krzywinski, 2015). The functional association can be translated 
into a priori information. Currently, remote sensing alone is not able to incorporate such a 
priori information into predictions of N. Dynamic vegetation models (DVMs) can be used 
to reconcile the theory of remote sensing and ecology. For example, these models 
incorporate both ecological processes (e.g., photosynthesis) and light-canopy interactions 
(e.g., radiative transfer models).  
To account for the role of canopy structure -and to some extent soil- two solutions 
have been proposed. First, empirical models are applied to adjusted spectra that have been 
filtered with a normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) and height and then adjusted 
with a brightness-normalization (Asner et al., 2015b). A second approach is to add lidar-
derived canopy structural parameters such as canopy height or fractional cover to the 
feature space to construct the statistical model (Ewald et al., 2018b). In both approaches, 
multiple scattering is not explicitly solved. The impact of canopy geometry such as 
orientation and arrangement of leaves and branches, as well as multiple scattering between 
the canopy and different layers of understory, including soil, confound the N signal. 
Adding lidar variables to the feature space, makes the final model more complicated to 
interpret rather than simpler.  
Conclusion 
Due to the lack of inclusion of N in leaf radiative transfer models, N historically 
has been estimated with remote sensing data using statistical methods (Homolová et al., 
2013a). The interpretation of the statistical models depends on the spectral bands selected 
during the process of model fitting. We have shown that different models can identify 
different important bands (Figure. 2.1). Moreover, each model is sensitive to the type of 
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transformation applied to the spectra before model fitting. These experiments show that 
common variable selection routines for foliar biochemistry studies at scales coarser than 
the leaf may be misleading. Strong prediction rates reported in remote sensing studies are 
often based on cross-validation which may be overoptimistic. None of our empirical 
methods could reproduce cross-validation results when applied to an external dataset. Thus, 
we concluded that these methods are not replicable.  
We extended the physical work of (Yuri Knyazikhin et al., 2013c) to cases where 
vegetation is sparse, and soil cannot be ignored. At the plot scale, the impact of soil is a 
dominant confounding factor and in more extreme cases such as drylands, there might not 
be enough information to retrieve biochemistry or some canopy structure variables such as 
DASF. Recent developments using full-waveform lidar may solve the problem of canopy 
structure (Ilangakoon et al., 2018). Removing confounding factors at the canopy and plot 
scales lead to different statistical models that might or might not have prediction power. 
We discussed this against the theory of counterfactuals, leading to rejection of our null 
hypothesis that removing confounding factors will improve empirical predictions. The idea 
of functional association, which is used to justify statistical methods, is best suited for 
remote sensing coupled with DVMs. 
Our overall conclusion is that if we are interested in predicting N with remote 
sensing, then we might be able to produce such empirical models, in particular with the 
growing body of machine learning algorithms. However, one must be cautious in 
interpreting these models, particularly in complex ecosystems, because they may be 
affected by the canopy structure, soil, spectral transformation, and the type of model 
implemented. With advancements in spaceborne hyperspectral and full-waveform lidar 
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observations and thus sophisticated measurements of ecological processes (e.g., 
photosynthesis, solar-induced fluorescence, etc.), there is strong potential to gain new 
insights of changing ecosystems (Stavros et al., 2017). Empirical methods serve an 
important role in analyzing the products of these newly developed sensors. Given the issues 
related to empirical methods, the remote sensing community should be cautious about the 
statistical tools they use. We encourage deeper discussions of these methods and the need 
to explore new fields in statistics for remote sensing, such as a rigorous investigation of 
causality and predictivity versus significance of variables.  
Our results might imply that radiative transfer modeling is the best approach to 
estimate N. However, currently there is no reliable leaf scale RTM that incorporates N 
because of the lack of absorption coefficients and other information, due to the many 
different types of bonds N carries (Ustin, 2013). Moreover, RTMs at both the leaf and 
canopy scales carry multiple implicit and explicit assumptions that might cause relative 
error up to 70% (Stuckens et al., 2009). For example the assumption of considering canopy 
as turbid media in 1-D RTMs leads to the definition of effective LAI, which is different 
from true LAI measured (B. et al., 2006). Regardless, these deficiencies do not make RTMs 
useless. Most DVMs require RTMs to simulate the canopy radiation budget. Thus, a 
potentially better approach to solve the problem of N retrieval is to incorporate it with the 
DVMs (i.e., through data assimilation) rather than using remote sensing data in insolation. 
For example, The ED2 (Medvigy et al., 2009a; Moorcroft et al., 2001) and CLM (M et al., 
2011) DVMs use a simple two-stream canopy RTM (Sellers, 1987). Incorporation of more 
sophisticated 3-D RTMs into these models might improve their performance (Fisher et al., 
2018) and consequently facilitate better N predictions. Additionally, the canopy spectral 
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invariants theory has produced results close to 3-D RTMs (Yáñez-Rausell et al., 2015) with 
much faster performance and thus a logical next step is to incorporate the generalized 
canopy spectral invariants theory into DVMs. 
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CHAPTER THREE: PERFORMANCE OF ECOSYSTEM DEMOGRAPHY MODEL 
(EDv2.2) IN SIMULATING PHOTOSYNTHESIS CAPACITY AND ACTIVITY 
ALONG AL ELEVATION GRADIENT IN A DRYLANDS STUDY AREA 
This chapter is currently under review for publication. 
Abstract 
Vegetation in dryland ecosystems plays an important role in the global carbon cycle 
such as regulating the global inter-annual carbon sink. Due to rapid changes of forcing 
variables such as precipitation and temperature along elevation gradients in drylands, the 
vegetation function and structure at lower elevations can be different from higher 
elevations. Gross primary production (GPP) is photosynthesis at the ecosystem scale and 
its capacity and activity are primary indicators of ecosystem state. In this study, we 
implement the Ecosystem Demography (ED. v2.2) model to simulate GPP over an 
elevation gradient in a watershed located in the Great Basin, western US. We performed a 
thorough sensitivity analysis using the Morris technique and calibrated the model with the 
Parameter Estimation and Uncertainty Analysis (PEST++) framework. The GPP capacity 
and activity were investigated by comparing model simulations with GPP estimated from 
eddy covariance data and remote sensing products. Our time series analysis was based on 
Bayesian model averaging for trend analysis and cross-correlogram spectral matching for 
phenometrics (start/end of the season) retrieval. Our preliminary results show good 
performance of EDv2.2 (validation monthly RMSE ≈0.38 [kgC/m2/year]) between 
simulated and measured GPP in lower elevations. Moreover, our time series analysis using 
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remote sensing data showed that EDv2.2 captures the long-term trend in this ecosystem, 
however it doesn’t perform well in capturing phenometrics. The performance of the model 
degrades in higher elevations with greater GPP which requires introducing more diversity 
(e.g. more plant functional types) and modifying plant processes (e.g. plant hydraulics and 
phenology) to improve the model performance. 
Introduction 
Dryland vegetation plays an important role in the global carbon budget. The 
dominant role of dryland ecosystems in regulating interannual variability of the global land 
carbon sink has been highlighted in several studies (Ahlström et al., 2015; Metcalfe, 2014; 
Poulter et al., 2014). Vegetation dynamics in drylands is a function of forcing variables 
such as precipitation and temperature. Due to rapid changes in these forcing variables along 
elevation gradients, vegetation structure and function at lower elevations can be 
significantly different from higher elevations. Moreover, long term changes in forcing 
variables caused by climate change can drive trends in vegetation productivity. These 
drivers may not only impact vegetation processes such as photosynthesis but also 
vegetation composition (Dorji et al., 2014; Hawkins et al., 2003). For example, climate 
change in drylands of the Great Basin, US, may lead to a shift from snow to rain which 
itself favors the encroachment of invasive species such as cheatgrass (Bromus tectorum) 
that replace native shrubs (Concilio et al., 2013; Polley et al., 2013; Scott et al., 2015). 
Understanding the spatial and temporal dynamics of vegetation in drylands is essential for 
global-scale studies on carbon balance and atmospheric CO2.  
Gross primary production (GPP) is the ecosystem-scale apparent photosynthesis 
and is a primary indicator of ecosystem state (e.g., carbon sink/source). Direct 
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measurement of GPP is a challenging task (Ryu et al., 2019; Yan et al., 2019), and more 
common methods are based on data from eddy covariance (EC) towers, remote sensing, 
and dynamic global vegetation models (DGVMs) (for the latest review refer to Ryu et al., 
2019). GPP (i.e., photosynthesis) can be discussed in terms of capacity and activity 
(Medvigy et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2018). GPP capacity refers to the absolute amount of 
carbon sequestered by plants (e.g., kgC/m2/year), and GPP activity describes temporal 
dynamics of photosynthesis. While EC data may provide better estimates of GPP capacity 
at point locations compared to remote sensing, it is limited in terms of GPP activity due to 
the lack of long term (e.g., decadal) continuous data, especially in drylands (Smith et al., 
2018). Remote sensing-based GPP from the MODerate Resolution Imaging 
Spectroradiometer MODIS sensor (Running et al., 2004) provides long term data that can 
be used for analysis of photosynthesis activity, however there is systematical under- or 
overestimation of GPP depending on the ecosystem (Stocker et al., 2019; Verma et al., 
2014).  
Process-based DGVMs are important tools in studies of GPP capacity and activity 
that can overcome the challenges associated with EC towers and remote sensing. However, 
an understanding of DGVM capabilities and limitations in an ecosystem is necessary to 
capture uncertainties. An evaluation of a DGVM should include model parametrization, 
sensitivity analysis (SA), calibration, and evaluation (Fer et al., 2018; Keenan et al., 2013; 
Kuppel et al., 2012; Pandit et al., 2019; Post et al., 2017; Renwick et al., 2019; Santaren et 
al., 2007; Wang et al., 2001). There is an information gap regarding DGVM evaluation in 
drylands and more specifically in regions where the drivers in ecosystem processes may 
vary across an elevation gradient. Renwick et al. (2019) implemented the LPJ-GUESS 
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DGVM (Smith et al., 2001) and modified the phenology routine in this model. They 
calibrated the model by minimizing the objective function of all sites along an elevation 
gradient simultaneously. This approach may be limiting in ecosystems in which GPP 
capacity and activity are controlled by different processes across a study area (Flerchinger 
et al., 2019). Many studies have investigated the correlation between simulated GPP and 
GPP estimated from EC towers or remote sensing (Antonarakis et al., 2014; Pandit et al., 
2019; Renwick et al., 2019; Trugman et al., 2016), which is more applicable to GPP 
capacity rather than activity. More explicit metrics of GPP activity are required to fully 
capture the performance of models in terms of vegetation dynamics. Phenometrics, such as 
start of season (SOS) and end of season (EOS), and long-term trend analysis are examples 
of criteria that can be used for studying GPP activity (Chen et al., 2016; Forkel et al., 2015a; 
Zhao et al., 2019). The SOS and EOS are useful indicators of many ecosystem dynamics 
and their response to phenomena such as climate change (Myneni et al., 1997; Richardson 
et al., 2013; Tucker et al., 2001; Xu et al., 2013).     
The focus of this paper is on the Ecosystem Demography model version 2 (EDv2.2; 
Medvigy et al., 2009; Moorcroft et al., 2001). Unlike most DGVMs, EDv2.2 represents the 
vertical and horizontal heterogeneity of terrestrial ecosystems (Longo et al., 2019a, 2019b). 
This model has been implemented with acceptable performance in different ecosystems 
(Antonarakis et al., 2014; Davidson et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2012; Levine et al., 2016; 
Lokupitiya et al., 2016; Medvigy et al., 2013, 2012; Trugman et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2016; 
Zhang et al., 2015) and has been recently incorporated into the widely used Community 
Land Model (CLM-ED) as the vegetation model (Fisher et al., 2015). 
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Here our objective is to evaluate the ability of ED.v2.2 to capture GPP capacity and 
activity along an elevation gradient in a dryland study area. To address this objective we 
perform a sensitsivity analysis and calibrate the model. We investigated the GPP capacity 
by comparing the model output with EC tower data along an elevation gradient. The 
analysis of GPP activity is based on comparing the model simulations with remote sensing 
data. In particular, we are interested in the long term trends and the phenology observed in 
the model. We make two assumptions in this study. First, that the processes included in the 
EDv2.2 model are suitable for dryland GPP simulations across an elevation gradient. The 
implication of this assumption is that we do not seek model improvement through 
refinement of different processes. The second assumption is that remote sensing GPP 
products capture the dynamics of vegetation production in our study area. This work builds 
on lessons learned from previous efforts to estimate GPP in the same study area 
(Flerchinger et al., 2019; Pandit et al., 2019; Renwick et al., 2019), all of which recommend 
additional investigations into model development within drylands.  
Material and methods 
Study area and data 
The study area is Reynolds Creek Experimental Watershed (RCEW), a NSF 
Critical Zone Observatory (CZO), and monitored by the USDA Agricultural Research 
Service since 1960. RCEW is located in the western US (Figure 3.1). The elevation 
gradient in RCEW is 900-2200 m. With increasing elevation, the mean annual precipitation 
increases and temperature decreases (Flerchinger et al., 2019; Renwick et al., 2019). In this 
study, we used three EC towers located at different elevations in RCEW (Figure 3.1, Table 
3.1). The dominant vegetation cover of each site is a different species of sagebrush 
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(Artemisia spp.) including Wyoming big sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata ssp. 
wyomingensis), low sagebrush (Artemisia arbuscula) and mountain big sagebrush 
(Artemisia tridentata ssp. vaseyana). Our site with dominant Wyoming big sagebrush 
(WBS site) has the lowest elevation, the low sagebrush site (LS site) is in mid elevation 
and mountain big sagebrush site (MBS) has the highest elevation. Other vegetation at the 
WBS site includes green rabbitbrush (Chrysothamnus viscidiflorus), spineless horsebrush 
(Tetradymia canescens), cheatgrass and perennial graminoids including bluebunch 
wheatgrass (Pseudoroegneria spicata), squirreltail (Elymus elymoides), and Sandberg 
bluegrass (Poa secunda). The LS site includes predominantly Sandberg bluegrass, 
squirreltail (Elymus elymoides), and Idaho fescue (Fescue idahoensis). Mountain 
snowberry (Symphoricarpos oreophilus) is also a common shrub at the MBS site. 
Cheatgrass is less abundant at both LS and MBS compared to the WBS site, however at 
LS and MBS there is a strong presence of forbs including longleaf phlox (Phlox longifolia), 
pale agoseris (Agoseris glauca), and silvery lupine (Lupinus argentius). A full description 
of each of these sites is presented in Flerchinger et al. (2019). 
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Figure 3.1. Location of EC towers in Reynolds Creek Experimental Watershed, 
Idaho. 
Table 3.1. Site descriptions of the three eddy covariance sites, WBS, LS, MBS. 
Site Elevation 
[m] 
Dominant 
vegetation cover 
Mean 
annual 
precipitation 
[mm] 
Mean 
annual 
temperature 
[°C] 
Data 
availability 
(water year) 
WBS 1187.9 Wyoming big 
sagebrush 
307.94 9.75 2014-2016 
LS 1618.4 Low sagebrush 367.42 9.02 2015-2016 
MBS 2113 Mountain big 
sagebrush 
586.15 4.58 2014-2016 
 
Field inventory data were collected during September–November of 2014 and May 
and June of 2015 at 48 plots (10 × 10 m) distributed across a range of elevation, cover, and 
species (Glenn et al., 2014).  Hourly meteorological forcing variables for the years 1988-
2017 were based on high resolution (1 km2) downscaled reanalysis data obtained from the 
Weather Research and Forecast (WRF) model recently developed for portions of the 
western US (Flores et al., 2016). The partitioning of Net Ecosystem Exchange (NEE) 
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recorded at the EC towers into ecosystem respiration and production (GPP) is fully 
described in Fellows et al. (2017). The tower GPP data covers water years 2015-2017. We 
also used GPP products (MYD17A2H006) from the MODIS sensor (Running et al., 2004) 
from 2000-2017. The spatial and temporal resolutions of the MYD17A2H006 GPP product 
are 500 m and 8 days, respectively. Bad GPP values due to sensor noise or cloud cover 
were removed from the analysis. 
Ecosystem Demography model 
We implemented the EDv2.2 model at a point scale to correspond with the EC 
towers. A full description of the biophysical and biochemical cycles within the EDv2.2 
model are described in Longo et al., 2019b. In this model, at the static level the study area 
is divided into different sites based on the meteorological and abiotic (e.g. soil type) 
conditions. At the dynamic level, each site is divided into patches based on the time since 
last disturbance. Within each patch, individuals are grouped into cohorts based on plant 
functional type (PFT) and height of the plant (Fisher et al., 2018). We utilize the shrub PFT 
developed by Pandit et al. (2019) specifically for the ecosystem we are studying. 
Sensitivity analysis and model calibration 
For the sensitivity analysis (SA) and model calibration, we utilized shrub PFT 
parameters with strong relationships to GPP simulation (Table 3.2). The initial and 
lower/upper values are based on literature review or derived from Pandit et al. (2019). A 
complete description of these parameters is presented in Pandit et al. (2019), and broader 
descriptions of PFT parameters for ED is available in Longo et al. (2019b). In this study, 
we implement a global sensitivity analyses method known as the Morris method (Morris, 
1991). Morris sensitivity analysis (SA) returns the distribution of the elementary effect of 
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each parameter. The absolute value of the mean (µ*) of this distribution represents the 
influence of each parameter on the outputs. The standard deviation (σ) is the variability of 
this influence, which is a function of model nonlinearity or parameter interactions 
(Campolongo and Saltelli, 1997; Saltelli et al., 2000; White et al., 2019). Although Morris 
SA provides µ* and σ, it is generally considered a more qualitative SA rather than 
quantitative (Pappas et al., 2013; Saltelli et al., 2000).  Users provide the number of times 
an elementary effect is to be calculated for each parameter (denoted as r). The number of 
model runs is then 𝑟𝑟 × (𝑚𝑚 + 1) where m is the number of parameters. In this study, we set 
𝑟𝑟 = 10 as suggested in multiple studies (Campolongo et al., 2007; White et al., 2019), and 
thus the number of model runs for the Morris SA with 12 parameters is 130.
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Table 3.2. PFT parameters within EDv2.2, their abbreviation, and initial, lower 
and upper boundaries selected for the Morris sensitivity analysis. 
Parameter name Abbreviation Initial  Lower 
boundary 
Upper 
boundary 
Specific leaf area 
[m2kg-1] 
SLA 4.5 2.0 15.0 
Carboxylase rate 
constant [µmolm-2s-1] 
VM0 16.5 4.0 30.0 
Stomatal slope  STO_S 7.0 2.0 15.0 
Ratio of fine root to 
leaf biomass. 
Q_RATIO 3.2 0.4 12.0 
Root turnover rate [a-
1] 
FTR 0.33 0.1 2.0 
Leaf turnover rate [a-
1] 
LTR 1.0 0.1 2.0 
Growth respiration 
factor 
GRESP 0.33 0.11 0.66 
Cuticular 
conductance [µmolm-
2s-1] 
CUT_C 1000.0 100.0 10000.0 
Water conductance WAT_C 1.900000E-05 1.90E-06 1.90E-4 
Seedling mortality S-MOR 0.95 0.25 0.99 
 
 The SA was based on the effect of each parameter on the objective function 
defined as: 
 Φ𝑚𝑚 = ∑ (𝑦𝑦𝑚𝑚,𝑖𝑖 − 𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠,𝑖𝑖)2𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1        (3) 
Where 𝑦𝑦𝑚𝑚,𝑖𝑖 and 𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠,𝑖𝑖 are the daily GPP observed from EC data (water years of 2014-
2016) and simulated using EDv2.2, respectively.  
Calibration of EDv2.2 was done using the PEST++ package (White et al., 2019). 
The calibration method is based on a Tikhonov regularization and truncated singular value 
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decomposition (SVD) regularization (Doherty, 2005; Fang et al., 2019). The idea of 
Tikhonov regularization is simply to add “expert knowledge” on the parameter’s values to 
the calibration processes. In this case the objective function has two components, one 
pertaining to model-to-measurement misfit (Փm, similar to Equation 3) and the other 
pertaining to Tikhonov constraints Փr (similar form as Փm but for parameters) which 
controls the distance between optimized parameters and expert’s knowledge during 
calibration. Thus, the total objective function is defined as:  
Փ = Փm + μ2Փr   (4) 
The μ2 is the regularization weight factor which PEST++ iteratively estimates 
(White et al., 2019). In this study, we consider the initial values (Table 3.2) as the expert 
knowledge of the parameters. In order to reduce the number of free parameters in the 
calibration process, we performed the calibration for highly sensitive parameters obtained 
through a sensitivity analysis. EDv2.2 was calibrated using daily observations of the EC 
towers for each site (Table 3.1). In each iteration during calibration, the model was 
initialized with field inventory data and run for 10 years (2006-2016). In each site the last 
water year of observation (2016; Table 3.1) is considered as the validation set and the 
remaining years were used for calibration.  
Evaluating GPP capacity and activity  
In order to evaluate the model in terms of its performance to estimate 
photosynthetic capacity, we calculate the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) between GPP 
simulated from EDv2.2 and GPP observed from the EC towers. Since the EC tower data 
are temporally limited (Table 3.1), a meaningful time series analysis is challenging. Thus, 
for model evaluation of long term photosynthetic activity we compare the start of season 
(SOS) and end of season (EOS) and trends retrieved from the calibrated model simulations 
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and MODIS GPP for the 2000-2017 time period. Estimation of SOS and EOS is based on 
a weighted cross-correlogram spectral matching-phenology (CCSM-P; Chen et al., 2016). 
The trend analysis is based on the recently developed Bayesian Estimator of Abrupt 
change, Seasonal change, and Trend algorithm (BEAST; Zhao et al., 2019). BEAST is able 
to decompose a time series into its seasonal and trend components; due to its Bayesian 
nature it returns confidence intervals on these components. For both phenology and trend 
analyses, we aggregated the daily simulated and MODIS GPP into monthly values based 
on the maximum composition approach (Forkel et al., 2015a; Holben, 1986).  
Results 
Figure 3.2 shows the results of the Morris sensitivity analysis (SA). Among all 
parameters, the SLA, STO_S, CUT_C, and VM0 show the highest individual influence 
(µ*). These parameters also show the largest non-linear influence and interaction effect at 
all sites (σ). The other eight parameters are clustered at the lower left of the figures, 
indicating that EDv2.2 is less sensitive to them in simulating GPP. The sensitivity of the 
model to the four most important parameters is slightly different at each site. For example, 
SLA has the highest µ* and σ for the WBS site, while at the MBS site STO-S replaces 
SLA. Following our framework, we used these four parameters for calibration analysis. 
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Figure 3.2. Sensitivity analysis based on Morris for WBS, LS, and MBS, µ* and σ 
are the mean and standard deviation. At all three sites, SLA, STO_S, CUT_C, and 
VM0 are identified based on this analysis as the most important parameters to 
estimate GPP. 
To evaluate the GPP capacity using the results from the Morris SA, we used SLA, 
STO_S, CUT_C, and VM0 for calibration with PEST++. Table 3.3 shows the 
corresponding standard deviation and confidence intervals. Table 3.4 shows the 
calibration/validation RMSE between simulated and estimated GPP from EDv2.2 and the 
EC towers, respectively. We exclude MBS (highest elevation site) from Table 3.4 because 
the EDv2.2 calibration process resulted in no vegetation growth (zero GPP) for this site. 
This is because PEST++ couldn’t converge at the MBS site and the estimated best 
parameter values are incorrect. The wide confidence intervals (which sometimes included 
negative values) provide additional evidence that the estimated parameters for MBS site 
are not reliable. We also found a wider standard deviation and confidence interval for the 
LS site for all of the parameters in comparison to the WBS site (the lowest elevation). For 
example, the lower-upper STDV range of SLA [m2/m2] for the WBS site is 6.04-6.18 while 
for the LS site it is 6.55-845 (Table 3.3). With this information, we conclude that the best 
EDv2.2 performance in terms of GPP capacity is attained for the WBS site. Figure 3.3 
shows the observed vs. EC tower GPP for this site. Subsequently, we base our time series 
analysis for evaluating long term performance of EDv2.2 on GPP activity on this site. The 
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mean annual observed and estimated GPP for this site is 0.38 [kgC/m2/year] and 0.30 
[kgC/m2/year] respectively. Note that the model underestimated GPP for the 2017 water 
year, when observed GPP is higher than the average. 
Table 3.3. PEST++ results for SLA, STO_S, CUT_C, and VM0 and their 
uncertainty.  
Parameter 
WBS LS MBS 
Best STDV (upper 
bound; lower 
bound) 
Best STDV (upper 
bound; lower 
bound) 
Best STDV (upper 
bound; lower 
bound) 
SLA 6.14 0.03 (6.04;6.18) 7.50 0.47 (6.55;8.45) 2.82 3.25 (-
3.67;9.32) 
VM0 24.50 0.21 
(24.06;24.93) 
19.4
5 
0.48 
(18.48;20.43) 
7.44 2.04 
(3.33;11.51) 
STO_S 13.97 0.03 
(13.90;14.05) 
9.85 0.53 (8.77;10.92) 7.82 1.98 
(3.83;11.76) 
CUT-C 999.5
1 
112.184 
(775.143;1223.
88) 
1000 462.68 
(74.62;1925.37) 
1000 267.44 
(465.121;1534.
89) 
Number of 
model runs 
166 --- 56 ----   
 
Table 3.4. Calibration and validation results for EDv2.2 for WBS and LS sites. 
Site 
Calibration Validation 
RMSE (daily; monthly) 
[kgC/m2/year] 
RMSE (daily; monthly)  
[kgC/m2/year] 
WBS 0.22; 0.18 0.44; 0.38 
LS 0.29; 0.24 0.47; 0.39 
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Figure 3.3. Model simulations vs. tower observation for WBS.  
In order to evaluate GPP activity we estimated SOS and EOS for the MODIS GPP 
and simulated GPP (Figure 3.4). Visually there is a good agreement between MODIS and 
EDv2.2. However, the mean absolute deviation (MAD) of the SOS and EOS is 18.6 and 
25.2 days, respectively. Figure 3.5 shows the one-to-one plot of the SOS and EOS. There 
is a low correlation between the EDv2.2 simulations and the MODIS phenometrics.  
 
Figure 3.4. Phenometrics estimated from MODIS GPP and simulated GPP using 
EDv2.2.  
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Figure 3.5. One-to-one plot between SOS and EOS estimated from MODIS and 
EDv2.2 GPP for WBS site (2000-2017). 
The results of the trend analysis using the BEAST algorithm are shown in Figure 
3.6. There is general agreement between MODIS and EDv2.2 during greening events, 
specifically in years 2011 and 2016. We also calculated the seasonal and trend 
components of precipitation for the WBS site (2000-2017) (Figure 3.7). The precipitation 
trend increases in years 2011 and 2017. This increase in precipitation leads to an increase 
in GPP in both the model and MODIS. However, there is a significant difference in the 
intensity of senescing events. For example between 2000 and 2004, MODIS shows no 
trend in GPP whereas the EDv2.2 shows a significant trend. In general the senescing and 
greening events are more intensified in the EDv2.2 simulations than in the MODIS GPP. 
Comparing seasonal components shows a similar pattern except for the year 2017, where 
MODIS GPP was higher and EDv2.2 shows no increase in seasonal GPP. Thus our main 
conclusion is that at lower elevations, precipitation drives the general trend of GPP which 
is captured by both MODIS and EDv2.2, however, the model generally exaggerates this 
trend in comparison to MODIS. 
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Figure 3.6. Estimated seasonal and trend components for MODIS (top row) and 
EDv2.2 GPP (bottom row) for years 2000-2017.  
 
Figure 3.7. Precipitation seasonal and trend components and their confidence 
interval for WBS site (2000-2017). The precipitation data comes from WRF model. 
Discussion  
Sensitivity analysis 
The main goal of the SA in this study was not to capture quantitative measures of 
model  sensitivity to the parameters; rather, we intended to reduce the uncertainty of 
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calibration by excluding non-influential variables from the calibration process. This is in 
accordance with Pareto’s principle in which a model includes a few influential parameters, 
and a majority of non-influential parameters (Pappas et al., 2013). Multiple studies show 
that results of the Morris SA can be trusted for calibration purposes (Hsieh et al., 2018; 
Janse et al., 2010; Tian et al., 2016).  All four parameters indicated as influential are indeed 
used in the photosynthesis sub-model of EDv2.2 which is directly related to GPP. The 
stomatal slope is a fixed parameter in the stomatal conductance model (Leuning, 1995) 
which actively regulates the photosynthesis rate (Dietze et al., 2014). Cuticular 
conductance in EDv2.2 is equal to stomatal conductance when plants shutdown their 
stomata due to environmental stresses (Medvigy et al., 2009b; Moorcroft et al., 2001). The 
maximum carboxylation rate, VM0, is maximum photosynthesis at 15° C based on the 
photosynthesis model developed for C3 plants (Farquhar et al., 1980). Finally, SLA, scales 
leaf-level photosynthesis to the canopy-level (Dietze et al., 2014). We also compared our 
results with other studies in RCEW (Pandit et al., 2019; Renwick et al., 2019). Three of the 
four influential parameters in this study (SLA, STO_S and VM0) are similar to those 
identified by Pandit et al. (2019). However, only SLA was identified as important by 
Renwick et al. (2019). These parameter discrepancies among studies may be due to the SA 
method or the DGVM structure. For example, in Pandit et al. (2019) a simple local SA was 
used in comparison to the Morris SA. In Renwick et al. (2019), the shrub PFT parameters 
for LPJ-GUESS model were analyzed using a ranked partial correlation coefficient. In 
addition to the methods, the structure of the LPJ-GUESS model is different from EDv2.2. 
The SA results might also change regarding different outputs of the model. For example 
the SA for net primary production (NPP) may yield different results than for GPP (e.g. 
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Dietze et al., 2014; Fer et al., 2018). Thus, differences in SA between studies is expected 
and one should consider the SA method, model structure, and target variables and 
ecosystems when evaluating any DGVM model performance.  
GPP capacity 
EDv2.2 performed well at the lower elevation WBS site, in terms of GPP capacity. 
The poor performance of EDv2.2 at the LS and MBS sites at higher elevation is probably 
best explained within the context of the calibration method used in this study (PEST++) 
and model structure. From a methodological point of view, PEST++ is a gradient-based 
method which mathematically searches for local minima in the objective function space 
(Doherty, 2005; White et al., 2019). Being trapped in local minima is one of the drawbacks 
of the gradient-based methods in cases where the model is highly nonlinear. It has been 
shown that the Gauss–Marquardt–Levenberg (GML) method and Tikhonov regularization 
algorithm used in PEST++ help with the local minima trapping issue. In general, global 
calibration methods such as Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy (CMAES; 
Hansen et al., 2003), Differential Evolution (DE; Storn and Price, 1997) and Bayesian 
approaches (e.g. Dietze et al., 2014; Fer et al., 2018) are preferable if their computational 
cost can be afforded. It is likely that some of the underestimation of GPP can be explained 
by the limited number of years used for calibration and validation of EDv2.2 in this study 
(Table 3.1). For example, the precipitation during years 2015-2016 used for the calibration 
is close to the average of the long term precipitation, however for year 2017, the 
precipitation was above average. Underestimation of GPP during 2017 may imply that the 
calibration time period is insufficient to properly parametrize these variables for 
application beyond the range of conditions encountered during 2015-2016. Thus, 
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increasing the calibration time period and introducing more anomalies (e.g. precipitation 
below or above long-term average) should improve the model performance.           
For our particular study area, EDv2.2 performs more poorly when vegetation 
productivity is high. This can be observed by the model performance at the MBS site which 
has the highest GPP. Also, GPP was underestimated for the WBS site in 2017 when the 
EC data indicated that GPP was higher than during previous years (Figure 3.3).  Currently 
there are several limitations in EDv2.2 that likely contribute to these results. One is the 
lack of ecosystem heterogeneity represented in the EDv2.2 model. Figure 3.8 shows the 
decomposition of total GPP into its PFT components for the WBS site. In this site the main 
vegetation cover types are shrub and grass, and EDv2.2 reasonably captured the 
contribution of these PFTs to GPP over time. As elevation increases at RCEW, the 
heterogeneity of the ecosystem also increases (Flerchinger et al., 2019). For example, the 
presence of grasses and forbs at MBS is noteworthy and can contribute up to ~50% to the 
carbon budget (Flerchinger et al., 2010). Thus, the lack of forbs and other PFTs common 
in drylands in EDv2.2 may partly explain the poor performance of the model in capturing 
photosynthesis capacity at higher elevations. The EDv2.2 model structure may also play 
an important role in its poor performance at more highly productive sites and years. For 
example, Flerchinger et al. (2019) found that the timing of complete snowmelt is a strong 
control on GPP at the MBS site. The snowmelt process is not included in EDv2.2. Recent 
advances in combining EDv2.2 with land surface models such as CLM-ED (Fisher et al., 
2015) helps to mechanistically account for land surface processes such as snowmelt. Plant 
hydraulic traits control the water potential within the leaf which itself regulates processes 
such as photosynthesis and leaf shedding (Xu et al., 2016b). In EDv2.2, an empirical 
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method has been employed to represent plant hydraulic processes. For example, 
photosynthesis is regulated as a function of root water supply (Medvigy et al., 2009b). 
Recent advances in mechanistic representation of water hydraulics in EDv2.2 for tropical 
forests can be adopted for drylands.      
      
 
Figure 3.8. Contribution of shrub and grass PFTs in total GPP for WS site. 
GPP activity 
The difference between estimated phenometrics from MODIS and EDv2.2 may be 
due to a combination of uncertainty in remote sensing data, EDv2.2 model structure, and 
method used for the retrieval of SOS and EOS. In this study we used MODIS GPP for time 
series analysis. Analyses using Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) and a 
newly developed vegetation index (NIRv = NDVI ×NIR; Badgley et al., 2017) led to 
different results than the MODIS GPP (results not presented here). Which remote sensing 
dataset to use for phenological studies remains an open question. It has been shown that 
solar induced fluorescence (SIF) may better capture the dynamics of drylands (Smith et al., 
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2018), and future studies could explore the potential of comparing SIF with EDv2.2 results 
(SIF data were not available for the 2000-2017 time frame assessed here). To our 
knowledge, the CCSM-P method for phenology analysis is the only method that can 
successfully detect phenological changes in a synthetic dataset (Chen et al., 2016). Testing 
any algorithm on a synthetic dataset is an essential part of the model algorithm evaluation 
(Zhao et al., 2019). Finally, the cold deciduous phenology sub-routine in EDv2.2 is based 
on changes in temperature (Botta et al., 2000), when deciduous plants drop their leaves. In 
reality, the phenology of sagebrush (dominant shrub in WBS site) is more complicated. 
Sagebrush is semi-deciduous and keeps some leaves during the cold season (Evans and 
Black, 1993; Williams et al., 1997). Renwick et al. (2019) recently developed a method to 
represent sagebrush phenology; however, the proposed method still needs empirical 
thresholds (e.g., percent of persistent leaves), which might be significantly different along 
an elevation gradient and dependent upon sagebrush species. In general, mechanistic 
modeling of phenology for any PFT is a challenging task (Forkel et al., 2015b; Migliavacca 
et al., 2012; Richardson et al., 2013). 
Our results showed that, at lower elevations, the general decadal trend in GPP is 
coincident with the general trend of precipitation. This finding is consistent with an 
extensive analysis of the WBS site in Flerchinger et al. (2019) and other similar sites (Yan 
et al., 2019). However, the greening- senescing events are exaggerated by the EDv2.2 
model. Since precipitation is the main driver of vegetation productivity and it shows more 
stable trends (Figure 3.7), we can conclude that EDv2.2 overestimates the greening-
senescing events due to a model structural problem. EDv2.2 shows oversensitivity to 
precipitation at the WBS site, in which small changes in precipitation led to sharp changes 
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in the GPP trend. The WBS site is constantly under water stress (Flerchinger et al., 2019). 
A key ecosystem process that mitigates such stress is changing plant community 
composition in response to interannual variation in precipitation (La Pierre and Smith, 
2015; Wilcox et al., 2015). The representation of dryland plant communities (PFTs) in 
EDv2.2 is limited, which may lead to increased sensitivity of the model to precipitation 
variability. 
Conclusion 
In this study, we evaluated the performance of EDv2.2 for simulating GPP across 
an elevation gradient in a dryland study area. The main goal was to assess the capability of 
EDv2.2 in terms of GPP capacity and activity. We showed that the model is correctly 
sensitive to photosynthetic parameters in simulating GPP, whereas the model performs 
more poorly at higher elevations where GPP is higher. Introducing additional PFTs 
common in drylands (e.g., forbs) and modifying key processes such as plant hydraulics 
may solve the model inaccuracies. In addition, comparing phenometrics derived from 
model simulations and MODIS GPP showed some inconsistencies. We suggest this is due 
to issues of uncertainty in the remote sensing data (2000-2017), the phenology routine in 
EDv2.2, and the methodology to derive phenometrics. We also showed that the model is 
able to capture the long term trend of GPP by comparing simulations with remote sensing 
observations. However, the model exaggerates the greening-senescing events.  
In summary, our study shows the potential of EDv2.2. to capture both GPP capacity 
and long term trends in a dryland site, particularly at lower elevations. Including additional 
PFTs and making structural modification (e.g. plant hydraulics, phenology) should 
increase the model's applicability at higher elevations. Future studies should focus on 
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combining the capabilities of EDv2.2, remote sensing, and EC flux towers through a data 
assimilation framework. New satellite products such as SIF have great potential to be 
integrated with DGVMs. Considering the heterogeneity of drylands across elevation 
gradients, increasing the number of EC tower sites for calibration and validation would 
also improve our understanding of GPP capacity and activity. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: REGIONAL SCALE DRYLAND VEGETATION 
CLASSIFICATION WITH AND INTEGRATED LIDAR HYPERSPECTERAL 
APPROACH 
This chapter has been published as: 
H. Dashti, A. Poley, N. F. Glenn, N. Ilangakoon, L. Spaete, D. Roberts, J. Enterkine, 
A. N. Flores, S. L. Ustin, and J. J. Mitchell, “Regional Scale Dryland 
Vegetation Classification with an Integrated Lidar-Hyperspectral 
Approach,” Remote Sensing , vol. 11, no. 18. 2019. 
Abstract 
The sparse canopy cover and large contribution of bright background soil, along 
with the heterogeneous vegetation types in close proximity, are common challenges for 
mapping dryland vegetation with remote sensing. Consequently, the results of a single 
classification algorithm or one type of sensor to characterize dryland vegetation typically 
show low accuracy and lack robustness. In our study, we improved classification accuracy 
in a semi-arid ecosystem based on the use of vegetation optical (hyperspectral) and 
structural (lidar) information combined with the environmental characteristics of the 
landscape. To accomplish this goal, we used both spectral angle mapper (SAM) and 
multiple endmember spectral mixture analysis (MESMA) for optical vegetation 
classification. Lidar-derived maximum vegetation height and delineated riparian zones 
were then used to modify the optical classification. Incorporating the lidar information into 
the classification scheme increased the overall accuracy from 60% to 89%. Canopy 
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structure can have a strong influence on spectral variability and the lidar provided 
complementary information for SAM's sensitivity to shape but not magnitude of the 
spectra. Similar approaches to map large regions of drylands with low uncertainty may be 
readily implemented with unmixing algorithms applied to upcoming space-based imaging 
spectroscopy and lidar. This study advances our understanding of the nuances associated 
with mapping xeric and mesic regions, and highlights the importance of incorporating 
complementary algorithms and sensors to accurately characterize the heterogeneity of 
dryland ecosystems. 
Introduction 
Vegetation in semi-arid ecosystems (i.e. drylands) plays an important role in 
regulating the global carbon balance. As an example, 51% of the global net C sink during 
2011 was attributed to three Southern Hemisphere semi-arid regions, with Australia being 
a global hotspot (Ahlström et al., 2015; Poulter et al., 2014). Yet, differentiating vegetation 
species and their respective roles in regional scale carbon dynamics in semi-arid and other 
dryland ecosystem types remain challenging. In many drylands, large environmental 
gradients (e.g. elevation) and variability in climate over landscapes with complex 
topography create conditions for disparate biomes to exist within close proximity to each 
other (Dufour et al., 2006; Hofer et al., 2008). Wetter, higher elevation sites and riparian 
areas are populated with alpine and deciduous vegetation, respectively, while drier, lower 
elevation landscapes can be dominated by shrubland vegetation. This heterogeneity makes 
mapping and quantifying vegetation species and structure inherently difficult at regional 
scales in drylands. 
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Hyperspectral remote sensing has been used to classify vegetation species within 
different biomes across the globe (Adam et al., 2010; Asner and Heidebrecht, 2002; 
Ballanti et al., 2016; George et al., 2014; Roth et al., 2015). Upcoming imaging 
spectroscopy sensors that are satellite-based (e.g. PRISMA (recently launched), EnMAP, 
SBG, and CHIME) or on the International Space Station (ISS) (e.g. DESIS, HISUI, and 
EMIT) will allow large area mapping. While hyperspectral remote sensing provides the 
advantage of narrow spectral bands across important regions for vegetation analysis, 
optical classification over large areas of drylands faces several challenges (Burai et al., 
2015; Mitchell et al., 2016). The first challenge is spectral mixing, which is the contribution 
of different endmembers (EMs) to the total optical signal of a pixel received by the sensor 
(H Dashti et al., 2019; Silván-Cárdenas and Wang, 2010). The spectral mixing problem 
can be severe in drylands, and in particular, xeric areas where the vegetation cover is 
typically a mix of shrubs, soil, and grasses. Further, soil can be a mixture of inorganic and 
organic matter including litter and cryptobiotic crust.  The influence of one EM may make 
the detection of other contributing classes challenging. For example, a recent study shows 
soil can contribute up to 95% to the total radiation in shrublands in the Great Basin, U.S. 
(H Dashti et al., 2019). The second challenge is in the spectral heterogeneity of these 
complex ecosystems over a large spatial extent. The spectral variability of vegetation is 
mainly a function of canopy structure (e.g. height and leaf area) and biochemistry, such as 
chlorophyll content (Asner, 1998; Hakkenberg et al., 2018; Ollinger, 2011; Roberts et al., 
2004; Ustin et al., 2004). For example, different tree and shrub species might have similar 
spectral signatures due to complex interactions between canopy structure, canopy 
biochemistry, and light (Yuri Knyazikhin et al., 2013c; Wang et al., 2018). Moreover, 
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drylands are typically subject to environmental (e.g. precipitation, temperature, soil 
moisture, etc.) gradients that occur over fine spatial and temporal scales. In particular, the 
spectral heterogeneity becomes more complex at finer spatial resolution (e.g. 1 × 1 m pixel 
size). These environmental changes are mostly a function of the topography of the 
watershed. For example, in Great Basin semi-arid ecosystems in the western U.S., higher 
elevations typically receive more precipitation than lower elevations which favor denser 
vegetation composition. Even a small change in environmental conditions can have a large 
influence on vegetation traits (i.e. biochemistry and structure) and composition, which 
ultimately affects the optical signature. Thus, to fully solve the classification problem in 
drylands we need to consider canopy biochemistry, structure, and environmental variables. 
Such a task cannot be addressed using a single method or sensor and requires a framework 
that incorporates multiple methods and sensors. The main goal of this study is to develop 
a framework to map vegetation in drylands over a large landscape. Due to different optical 
properties we break down the study area into xeric and mesic regions. Following that, we 
discuss different remote sensing techniques that inform approaches that can be used for the 
classification of different xeric and mesic vegetation and soil. 
In xeric regions, traditional pixel-based approaches may result in unreliable 
classifications due to the mixed pixels (Okin et al., 2001; Roberts et al., 1998; Silván-
Cárdenas and Wang, 2010). An alternative is to use sub-pixel classification techniques (for 
a review refer to (Bioucas-Dias et al., 2012)). The main idea behind the unmixing 
approaches is to retrieve the fractional contribution of each EM in the total radiation. There 
are three different approaches for sub-pixel classification: 1) spectral mixture analysis 
(SMA), 2) regression methods, and 3) soft classification methods based on fuzzy 
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algorithms (Silván-Cárdenas and Wang, 2010). In this study, our focus is on spectral 
mixture analysis. The SMA methods are based on the inversion of a mixture model to 
retrieve the relative abundance of each endmember present in a pixel. Depending on 
assumptions such as linear or nonlinear spectral mixture and algorithm constraints, 
different SMA methods have been proposed (Borel and Gerstl, 1994; Chang and Heinz, 
2000; Heinz and Chein-I-Chang, 2001; Li et al., 2015; Ray and Murray, 1996; Silván-
Cárdenas and Wang, 2010). One of the widely adopted unmixing methods is multiple 
endmember spectral mixture analysis (MESMA), developed as an approach to deal with 
complex systems (Roberts et al., 1998). MESMA is sensitive to changes in the spectral 
albedo of an EM rather than its shape. In other words, MESMA is able to detect small 
changes in the magnitude of the spectra. This property makes it a suitable choice for 
drylands where the spectral variability of xeric areas are generally low. 
In mesic sites where vegetation is dense, the problem of spectral mixing is not as 
severe as in xeric regions and pixel-based methods can be used for classification. A 
common pixel-based classification approach is the spectral angle mapper (SAM). The 
SAM compares image spectra with reference spectra, or endmembers, by mapping each 
spectrum as a vector in an n-dimensional space and measuring the angle between the two 
vectors. SAM only considers the shape and is insensitive to the magnitude of the spectra 
(Shanmugam and SrinivasaPerumal, 2014). SAM has been successfully used to classify 
evergreen and deciduous forest (Cho et al., 2010), juniper expansion (Yang et al., 2009), 
and over mountainous terrain (George et al., 2014). However, mesic classification becomes 
increasingly challenging over larger landscapes (e.g. several hundred km2) in 
heterogeneous systems. For example, several species can coexist in close proximity in 
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riparian zones. Moreover, riparian vegetation along the same stream corridor can be 
significantly different dependent upon elevation. This environmental gradient leads to 
increased spectral variability when a sufficiently large study area is observed on a single 
acquisition date (e.g. large-swath airborne applications and satellite-based observations). 
The high spectral variability of mesic regions makes classification a challenging task using 
just optical information.  
Discrete return small footprint lidar has been successfully used in various 
vegetation mapping studies (e.g. (Dalponte and Coomes, 2016; Heinzel and Koch, 2011; 
Neuenschwander et al., 2009; Vaughn et al., 2012)); however, the data are typically 
insufficient for characterizing sparse semi-arid vegetation cover at high spatial resolutions 
(Glenn et al., 2011; Mitchell et al., 2015). Most recently, full-waveform lidar features such 
as pulse width, rise time, and derived height have been shown to improve discrimination 
of dryland components such as bare ground, grasses, and shrubs, but may need to be 
resampled to a coarser spatial resolution (e.g., 10 m x 10 m cells; (Ilangakoon et al., 2018)). 
Moreover, techniques for deriving full-waveform features are generally sophisticated and 
computationally expensive which limits their practical applications. However, in paying 
attention to environmental variability of drylands and changes in vegetation structure, one 
can observe that some simple lidar metrics provide complimentary information that can 
improve optical classifications. For example, previous studies have demonstrated that 
canopy structure provides a distinguishing difference between vegetation cover in riparian 
zones and other dense vegetation (Laslier et al., 2019; Villarreal et al., 2012), and canopy 
height is a particularly influential variable (Dowling and Accad, 2003). The ability of lidar 
metrics such as canopy height to characterize three-dimensional canopy structure provides 
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complementary information that improves land cover classifications (Mielcarek et al., 
2018; Roussel et al., 2017). Moreover, lidar data can be used to derive a high spatial 
resolution digital elevation model (DEM) of the terrain. Important environmental variables 
that influence vegetation distribution patterns can be derived from a DEM. These variables 
include slope, aspect, and elevation. In addition, DEMs support flow accumulation 
modeling that can be combined with topographical information to delineate riparian zones. 
Topographic-based riparian delineations can be integrated into classification schemes to 
improve the accuracy of riparian vegetation mapping (Solomons et al., 2015; Tompalski et 
al., 2017). In this study, we focus on the use of state-of-the-art airborne lidar for improving 
confusion between riparian and other mesic vegetation classes. A combination of sensors 
and methods is recommended to properly address the limitations of hyperspectral and lidar 
datasets and the challenges of mesic and xeric regions in drylands (Glenn et al., 2016; 
Jeong et al., 2016; Narine et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2013).  
The goal of this study is to develop a straightforward framework to classify 
vegetation cover at a watershed scale (several hundred km2) in a dryland ecosystem. Our 
primary objective is to develop two reliable mapping products for a watershed located in 
the drylands of the western U.S. One product is an abundance map for xeric area 
components (soil, grass, and shrub) and the second product is a hard classification map for 
mesic areas (aspen, Douglas fir, juniper, and riparian). The main assumptions are: 1) 
hyperspectral information is sufficient for classification of xeric areas and 2) canopy 
structural information and riparian zone delineation from lidar improves optical 
classification in mesic areas. To accomplish our goal, we integrate the optical classification 
techniques SAM and MESMA, and lidar-derived products, to map soil, grass, shrub, aspen, 
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Douglas fir, juniper, and riparian vegetation across a watershed with a significant 
environmental gradient. This work builds on previous remote sensing of vegetation studies 
in the study area where the focus was on local scales or species-specific analyses (e.g. 
(Glenn et al., 2011; Ilangakoon et al., 2018; Mitchell et al., 2015; Olsoy et al., 2016; Spaete 
et al., 2011)).  This work also builds on lessons learned from previous efforts to map 
vegetation structure (e.g. shrub biomass; (Li et al., 2017)) and biochemical information 
(i.e., sagebrush foliar N content; (H Dashti et al., 2019)) across the watershed by 
developing a framework that combines the lidar-derived structural variable canopy height 
with a hyperspectral unmixing approach to addressing fine scale combinations of soil with 
upland grasses and shrubs. 
Materials and methods 
This study was conducted in the Reynolds Creek Experimental Watershed 
(RCEW), located in the Owyhee Mountains, Idaho, U.S. (Figure 4.1). The RCEW 
encompasses 23,900 ha of land in a semi-arid ecosystem with an elevation gradient of 900–
2200 m. Annual mean precipitation ranges from 250–1100 mm and increases linearly with 
elevation. The RCEW can be divided into three major biomes with boundaries that are 
defined by both sharp and gradual ecotones. Alpine vegetation dominates higher elevations 
in the southern portion of the watershed and consists primarily of quaking aspen (Populus 
termuloides), Douglas fir (Psuedotsuga menziesii), and western juniper (Juniperus 
occidentalis) (Seyfried et al., 2001). There is a gradual transition into the lower elevations 
in the northern portion of the watershed from alpine vegetation to primarily Wyoming big 
sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata ssp. wyomingensis), low sagebrush (Artemisia arbuscula), 
rabbitbrush (Ericameria nauseosa), and bitterbrush (Pushia tridentate). This ecotone 
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contains western juniper that is expanding into lower elevation shrub communities. 
Common species in lower elevation grass communities include bluebunch wheatgrass 
(Pseudoroegneria spicata), needle and thread (Hesperostipa comata), western wheatgrass 
(Pascopyrum smithii), tapertip hawksbeard (Crepis acuminata), and yarrow (Achillea 
millefolium) (Pyke et al., 2015). The third biome within RCEW is defined as the riparian 
areas of the watershed. Common riparian vegetation in the region includes black 
cottonwood (Populus trichocarpa), coyote willow (Salix exigua), and peachleaf willow 
(Salix amygdaloides) (Council, 2002). Riparian regions transition gradually into alpine 
vegetation in the higher elevation areas; whereas the transition between riparian regions 
and shrublands is much sharper in the lower elevations and is defined by mesic areas (e.g. 
streams). 
 
Figure 4.1 Elevation range and location of plots at Reynolds Creek Experimental 
Watershed, Idaho, U.S. 
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Field data were collected in 2014–2016 that support vegetation cover type mapping 
for RCEW. Shrub, grass, and soil cover was measured during September–November of 
2014 and May and June of 2015 at 48 plots (10 × 10 m) distributed across a range of 
elevation, cover, and species. Sample point photo analysis (Booth et al., 2006) was used to 
classify each plot using a series of 20 photos taken every 2 m across each plot. We derived 
percent cover of soil and vegetation from the photo analysis, and used this information in 
endmember derivation and accuracy assessment for the xeric classification. A full 
description of the field data collection is presented in (H Dashti et al., 2019; Ilangakoon et 
al., 2018). Dominant vegetation cover for the collected plots included sagebrush, 
bitterbrush, rabbitbrush, mixed shrub, and grasses. In mesic regions where aspen, Douglas 
fir, juniper, and riparian classes dominated as patches in the landscape, we collected 
validation points during July of 2016 using a Topcon HiPer V Real Time Kinematic (RTK) 
GPS.  
Imaging spectroscopy data were collected in June 2015 using NASA’s Airborne 
Visible and Infrared Imaging Spectrometer Next Generation (AVIRIS-ng). AVIRIS-ng 
collects 432 spectral bands in the optical range (380–2500 nm) with a bandwidth of about 
5 nm. The AVIRIS-ng Level 2 product, consisting of orthorectified surface reflectance 
atmospherically corrected with ATREM (Gao et al., 2009), was used for this study. A total 
of 15 AVIRIS-ng images were used to capture the full extent of RCEW. While maintaining 
a consistent spatial resolution during the data collection, approximately 17 km2 (~6%) of 
the total watershed was not captured (Figure 3.1), resulting in data gaps between flight 
lines. These gaps were larger in the southern portion of the watershed where elevations are 
higher. Spectral bands were inspected for noise caused by atmospheric water absorption, 
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and 59 of the original bands were removed. These bands are located around the strong 
water absorption regions (1375 and 1875 nm). Bands less than 400 nm were also removed 
from the analysis due to low signal to noise in this region.  
Full-waveform lidar data were acquired in August 2014, using the NASA Airborne 
Snow Observatory’s Riegl LMS-Q1560 (Riegl Laser Measurement Systems GmbH, Horn, 
Austria). The scanner footprint is 20–60 cm with ± 30° angle which results in 10–14 
points/m2. In total 40 lidar flight lines cover the study area. The hyperspectral data were 
resampled to 1×1 m pixels and co-registered to the lidar flightlines. The relative error of 
this registration is roughly half a pixel or 0.5 m. 
Methods 
Classification 
Figure 4.2 shows the framework for classification of xeric and mesic vegetation in 
the study area. First, the mesic and xeric classes are classified using SAM and MESMA, 
respectively. We then use lidar to investigate the difference in canopy height among mesic 
classes and define a height threshold that can be used to separate mesic vegetation into 
aspen, Douglas fir, juniper, and riparian classes. We also use a DEM generated by lidar to 
map riparian zones. In the last step, we assign vegetation to mesic classes based on height 
thresholds and riparian zones. 
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Figure 4.2 The classification framework using both hyperspectral and lidar data. 
The open-source software Visualization and Image Processing for Environmental 
Research (VIPER) (Roberts et al., 2007) was used to compile and build EM bundles from 
the extracted spectra for each class from multiple images covering the study area. The 
VIPER toolbox calculates several statistical metrics including EM average root mean 
square error (EAR) and minimum average spectral angle (MASA) to highlight inter-class 
spectral variability and ultimately choose spectral bundles that best represent an entire class 
(for details, see (Dennison et al., 2004)). In general, smaller EAR and MASA values lead 
to endmembers that are better representative of the associated class (Dennison and Roberts, 
2003). Spectral libraries were reduced to smaller subsets from the originally extracted 
spectra through an iterative process of taking the top spectra with the lowest EAR and 
MASA, running the classification process on several random validation plots, and 
removing spectra that performed poorly or were unused. This process was repeated until 
removing spectra decreased classification results. This procedure helped reduce 
computation time and the number of training samples used and maximized the number of 
validation samples. Table 4.1 shows the number of spectra per class that were delineated 
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in the initial spectral library, the number of samples used in the final classification, and the 
number of samples used for classification validation. EM bundle sizes ranged from 2–5 
spectra per class. Field plots with spectra that were not used in the final spectral libraries 
were used to assess the classification accuracy. 
Table 4.1. The number of ground validation points (represented by 1 m pixels) 
used for endmember (EM) derivation and classification accuracy assessment per 
class. 
Classes Image extracted 
EM 
EM used in final 
classification 
Validation 
samples 
Aspen 1004 3 4816 
Douglas 
fir 
90 3 3947 
Juniper 187 3 1409 
Riparian 1316 5 3271 
Shrub 328 7 3400 
Grass 464 2 3400 
Soil 100 3 3400 
MESMA was used to map the xeric classes of shrub, grass, and soil. The output of 
MESMA is the relative abundance of each of these classes in each pixel. The MESMA 
parameters of minimum and maximum allowable EM fraction, minimum and maximum 
allowable shade fraction, and maximum allowable root mean square error (RMSE) were 
set as 0.0, 1.0, 0.0, 0.8, and 0.025, respectively. Model complexity, defined by the 
allowable number of EMs per pixel, was set to three; this includes the combination of two 
class EMs from the spectral library and a shade component, which was set to photometric 
(zero) for this study. Running MESMA with a three-EM model constraint was found to 
best represent the heterogeneity of the landscape that was observed in the field. The 
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absence of either grass or soil EM in the prediction of shrub abundance led to poor results 
in initial testing. A total of 56 models were used during the final unmixing process.  
SAM was used to classify mesic classes: juniper, Douglas fir, aspen and riparian 
vegetation. Endmembers derived using VIPER were used for the SAM classification. The 
maximum allowable spectral angle for SAM was set to 0.1 radians. A post-classification 
3×3-pixel moving average filter was performed to enhance spatial consistency of the SAM 
results.  
Backscattered full waveform lidar signals were Gaussian decomposed to derive 
point clouds. A pulse width threshold was used to distinguish ground returns from 
vegetation returns. A thin plate smoothing function was applied to the ground returns to 
derive the DEM. The maximum height at each pixel (1 m×1 m) of the vegetation returns 
was used as the maximum vegetation height. The canopy height was extracted by 
subtracting the ground elevations from the maximum height using BCAL Lidar Tools 
(Streutker and Glenn, 2006). We used the method developed by (Montgomery and 
Dietrich, 1992) to extract the stream network from the DEM. Stream network extraction 
was implemented using the TauDEM toolbox in the ESRI ArcGIS software 
(Environmental Systems Research Institute, 2017). We delineated the riparian zone using 
the buffering technique based on the Strahler order of the stream (Salo et al., 2016). 
Following (Li and Nigh, 2011) for semi-arid ecosystems, we employed a buffer width of 
15 m for stream order one, 35 m for stream orders two and three, and 70 m for stream 
orders larger than three. The canopy height distribution of each mesic class was extracted 
from the lidar data (Figure 4.3a) across the watershed. Results indicated that most 
misclassification was between riparian vegetation and aspen areas. Using the ksdensity 
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function in MATLAB (MathWorks, Inc; 2017), the probability density function (PDF) of 
height for these two classes was estimated and plotted (Figure 4.3b). 
  
Figure 4.3 (a) Canopy maximum height distribution extracted from lidar and (b) 
probability density function for aspen and riparian classes. 
The two classes can be reasonably distinguished using a ~7 m height threshold. 
Thus, in this study we determined the riparian class based on the SAM classification and 
locations within the riparian boundary and lower than 7 m height. 
Classification accuracy assessment 
MESMA produces abundances of multiple classes in a single pixel, a traditional 
confusion matrix cannot be directly applied to assess the accuracy. Silván-Cárdenas and 
Wang, 2008 (Silván-Cárdenas and Wang, 2008), developed a specialized confusion matrix 
that evaluates the performance of linear spectral unmixing techniques, termed sub-pixel 
confusion-uncertainty matrix (SCM). The SCM calculates the accuracy of sub-pixel 
estimates with the use of field measured class cover instead of determining if a location 
was correctly classified or not, as in a traditional confusion matrix. The method uses a 
composite operator, Lnjj, to calculate the SCM: 
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Lnij = �MIN�cni, fnj�,                                            i = j(cni − Lnii) × � fnj−Lnjj∑ �fnj−Lnjj�kj=1 � ,                i ≠ j  (1) 
where L is the specific cell in the SCM for pixel n, c is the class cover produced 
from the linear mixture model for pixel n, f is the field measure class cover for pixel n, k 
is the total number of classes, and i and j represent the row and column of the SCM, 
respectively. The SCM was calculated for each plot, then the resulting SCMs were 
averaged to produce a final SCM. Overall accuracy, user's and producer's accuracies were 
produced from the final SCM for the shrub, grass, and soil percent cover.  
Accuracy assessment of the SAM classification was performed using the 
independent field validation data generated as part of the EM selection process in MESMA 
(Table 4.1). The SAM classification was evaluated using standard classification metrics 
from the confusion matrix (overall accuracy and user's and producer's accuracies). The 
producer’s accuracy shows how often an observed class on the ground is correctly labeled 
in the final classification map and the user’s accuracy indicates how often a class labeled 
on the map is found on the ground (Patel and Kaushal, 2010; Silván-Cárdenas and Wang, 
2008). 
Results 
Classification 
The final SCM for the MESMA accuracy results were produced using 44 field-
measured cover estimates. Overall accuracy derived from the final SCM for the MESMA 
shrub, grass, and soil cover was 0.67 (Table 4.2). User's and producer's accuracies were 
primarily above roughly 60%. The producer's accuracy of the soil class was unusually low; 
whereas the shrub and grass classes were mapped with higher accuracy. Figure 4.4 shows 
the percent cover distribution of xeric classes over the region. The proportion of watershed 
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with dominant percent cover (class cover in pixel > 50%) for grass, shrub and soil is 22.4%, 
38.2%, and 16.9%, respectively. 
Table 4.2 User's and producer's accuracy for multiple endmember spectral 
mixture analysis (MESMA) classification. 
Class User's accuracy Producer's accuracy 
Shrub 0.59 0.99 
Grass 0.76 0.79 
Soil 0.99 0.35 
Overall accuracy = 0.67 
 
The results for the mesic classification using the SAM method alone and with the 
lidar-derived information are presented in Table 4.3. The SAM classification without the 
lidar resulted in confusion between the aspen and riparian classes. However, incorporating 
the lidar-derived canopy height and riparian zones significantly improved the accuracy of 
these classes. The overall accuracy increased from 60% to 89%.  The final mesic and xeric 
classification maps over the 23,900 ha region were then produced from the 1 m x 1 m pixels 
from our approach (Figure 4.5). The proportion of aspen, Douglas fir, juniper and riparian 
classes are respectively, 2.3%, 0.60%, 0.1%, and 1.5%, of the watershed. 
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Figure 4.4 Distribution of xeric percent cover over the region. 
Table 4.3 Confusion matrix for spectral angle mapper (SAM) results alone and 
with lidar-derived information. 
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Aspen 2015 553 398 66 3032 0.66 0.44 
Riparian 2411 1806 130 5 4352 0.41 0.63 
Douglas fir 95 500 2014 100 2709 0.74 0.77 
Juniper 7 0 46 636 689 0.92 0.78 
Total 4528 2859 2588 807 10782 --- --- 
Overall accuracy = 0.60 
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Aspen 4298 128 398 66 4890 0.87 0.94 
Riparian 129 2718 130 5 2982 0.91 0.95 
Douglas fir 94 13 2014 100 2221 0.90 0.77 
Juniper 7 0 46 636 689 0.92 0.78 
 Total 4528 2859 2588 807 10782 --- --- 
Overall accuracy = 0.89 
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Figure 4.5 Final vegetation cover map of RCEW using SAM, MESMA, and 
lidar-derived products; (left) mesic classes and (right) xeric classes. 
Discussion 
Xeric classification 
Using high spatial resolution imaging spectroscopy to classify tree and shrub 
species across ecotones in drylands is effective but has limitations where there is a complex 
intergrowth of spectrally-similar vegetation species and where there is significant soil 
exposure. The 67% overall accuracy of xeric classes shows that MESMA was successful 
in classifying sparse vegetation cover in this dryland watershed. The low producer's 
accuracy of the soil class indicates that MESMA did not perform well in classifying the 
reference soil class; whereas the high user's accuracy indicates that the majority of 
classified soil pixels are indeed soil on the ground. These results are likely representative 
of our high soil cover and the spectral confusion of soil that is often mixed with litter (non-
photosynthetic vegetation). Regardless, our soil percent cover class can be dependably 
used. The high producer's accuracy and corresponding lower user's accuracy of the shrub 
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class indicates an over-classification of shrub within the study area. This may be attributed 
to the woody biomass of the shrubs, which results in a similar optical response to the 
mixture of litter and soil. Thus some soil plots with higher amounts of litter may be 
classified as shrub. This interpretation may also be used to understand the misclassification 
of the soil class (i.e. low producer's accuracy). We conclude that the misclassification in 
xeric areas likely occurs where shrubs have relatively lower photosynthetically-active 
biomass (i.e. higher woody biomass) and soil has high litter cover. This conclusion is 
consistent with a thorough physical analysis of the same area using physical radiative 
transfer modeling (H Dashti et al., 2019). Grasses were mapped surprisingly well at the 
sub-pixel level with the SCM accuracies. The strong results are likely due to the timing of 
the imagery (June) when grasses were still photosynthetically-active and thus differentiable 
from the litter and soil. Figure 3.4 demonstrates most pixels in the study area include shrub 
as an endmember, with a normal distribution and mean cover of ~45%. The latter is 
consistent with our overclassification of shrub cover. The distribution of soil and grass 
cover is more uniform than shrub cover in the classification, including pixels with low and 
high soil and grass cover. 
Mesic classification 
As expected, mesic classes cover a small portion of the watershed and are located 
mostly in higher elevations and along streams where environmental conditions such as 
precipitation, temperature, and soil moisture favor riparian and denser vegetation cover. 
SAM was able to distinguish classes that are both spectrally and structurally different (i.e., 
juniper and Douglas fir) but failed when vegetation is structurally different but spectrally 
similar (i.e., riparian vs. aspen). Consequently, the main source of classification error in 
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this study was the confusion between aspen trees and riparian vegetation in mesic areas. 
Vegetation species present within the riparian zones are driven by the surrounding 
environmental conditions including elevation, precipitation, and soil composition 
(Council, 2002; David et al., 2007; Patten, 1998). The favorable conditions of the riparian 
areas lead to the presence of multiple species in close proximity. Due to large 
environmental gradients observed within our study site, it is likely that the composition of 
vegetation species between riparian areas was also highly varied throughout the study area. 
At coarser scales (e.g. landscape scale) the influence of canopy structure on spectral 
variability may be greater than canopy biochemistry (Huang et al., 2007; Yuri Knyazikhin 
et al., 2013c; Wang et al., 2018). Thus, the complex structure of vegetation in riparian 
zones is the main reason for the spectral variability within this class in the region. 
Significant improvement of classifications using canopy height indicates that the structure 
of the riparian zone can be explained to a large extent by canopy height which is consistent 
with the findings of other studies as well (Arroyo et al., 2010; Hall et al., 2009; Wasser et 
al., 2013). Moreover, mapping riparian areas using lidar and incorporating it into 
classifications not only contributes to the improvement of the classification but also leads 
to ecologically meaningful results. For example, inspection of the SAM classification 
(alone) indicated that some pixels classified as riparian were distant from streams and on 
closer inspection were clearly not riparian vegetation. We should also note that there are 
multiple approaches for delineating riparian zones in semi-arid ecosystems (refer to (Salo 
et al., 2016) for a review), and the method and its performance should be evaluated with 
respect to the goals of the research. The buffering technique used in this study was 
appropriate for our mapping goals. Comparable results can be achieved using other lidar-
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hyperspectral integration schemes such as the deep convolutional neural network (Ghamisi 
et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2018), support vector machines (Dalponte et al., 2008), or graph-
based methods (Liao et al., 2015). However, these methods are not always straightforward 
and may need more calibration to build a robust classification model. There is no doubt 
that integrated lidar-hyperspectral classification leads to better results (Asner et al., 2008; 
Koetz et al., 2008; Liao et al., 2014; Xu et al., 2018). The framework and approach 
described here are straightforward to implement and interpret, and are consistent with our 
ecological understanding.  
Lidar can also be used to improve spectral unmixing, such as in (Degerickx et al., 
2019). This study demonstrated that lidar-derived height distributions used for endmember 
selection and as additional fractional constraints reduced the confusion between spectrally 
similar classes in an urban area. We did not use a similar approach because the main source 
of sub-pixel classification error was between shrub and soil classes, two classes that are 
not always easily distinguished in point cloud lidar data. In general, lidar do not provide 
the information to map sparse semi-arid vegetation cover at high spatial resolution. The 
point density (10–14 pts/m2) in this study was not able to fully distinguish ground from 
shrubs at 1×1 m grid sizes. Airborne lidar requires point aggregation to achieve sufficient 
density (e.g. 10×10 m cells in (Ilangakoon et al., 2018)) whereas spaceborne lidar (such as 
GEDI) require even larger cells to achieve point density for similar classification purposes. 
Thus, a combination of sensors and methods is recommended to properly address the 
limitations of hyperspectral and lidar datasets and the challenges of mesic and xeric regions 
in drylands (Glenn et al., 2016; Jeong et al., 2016; Narine et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2013; 
Zhi et al., 2015). 
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We did not use MESMA for a mesic subpixel classification due to the high spectral 
variability in these regions. Our preliminary analysis indicated that one set of EMs selected 
for a tree class were very similar to another set of EMs for a different tree class (results not 
shown in this paper), which ultimately resulted in poor classification. Endmember 
variability is the main source of error in unmixing methods including MESMA (Bateson 
et al., 2000; Deng, 2015; Roberts et al., 1998). This problem is exacerbated at 1×1 m pixel 
sizes. Alternatively, the simple classification method of SAM informed by lidar produced 
accurate mesic maps. Due to the strong influence of canopy structure in the total reflected 
radiation, the spectral variability in dense vegetation cover is mostly in magnitude of the 
spectrum rather than its shape (Asner, 1998; Disney, 2016; Yuri Knyazikhin et al., 2013c; 
Ollinger, 2011). Thus lidar provides complementary information for SAM's sensitivity to 
shape (and insensitivity to magnitude) of the spectra.  
The large number of AVIRIS-ng images used in this study is noteworthy. The 15 
airborne images were collected over approximately two and a half hours to capture the full 
extent of the study area. During this time solar zenith angle changed from ~22° to ~28° for 
the first and last flight lines, respectively, and it is likely that illumination differences 
occurred. Hall et al. (Hall et al., 2008) reported changes in canopy reflectance due to solar 
illumination can occur during the sub-hourly scale. Additionally, illumination of vegetation 
was affected by shading caused by topographic features, surrounding vegetation and the 
distance of pixels from nadir. These shading factors would have also varied in intensity 
throughout the image collection. The sum of the soil, grass, and shrub fractions was more 
than unity in several pixels. The majority of which were located along flightline edges. 
While these issues are unavoidable when analyzing airborne imaging spectroscopy data at 
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the landscape scale, EM extraction from multiple images for a single class should be 
sufficient to capture the spectral variability present. In addition, in this study we assumed 
that the effect of the timing difference between imagery (lidar, imaging spectroscopy) was 
negligible in regards to changes in vegetation. 
The framework developed in this study can be extended to the integration of new 
spaceborne hyperspectral (e.g. PRISMA) and laser altimetry (e.g. GEDI, ICESat-2). 
Furthermore, studies such as ours provides opportunities for precursor studies for new or 
proposed spaceborne hyperspectral sensors (e.g. DESIS, HISUI, EMIT on ISS or EnMAP, 
CHIME, SBG). The spatial resolution of these sensors are coarser, in comparison to data 
used in this study. For example, the PRISMA data are 30 m pixels and GEDI's footprint is 
roughly 25 m (Hancock et al., 2019). Thus, integration of these coarse resolution sensors 
using our framework is a promising approach for large scale (e.g. global scale) vegetation 
classification of drylands. The xeric and mesic vegetation maps may be used as baseline 
information for applications including restoration (Svejcar et al., 2017) and habitat 
suitability (Arkle et al., 2014) studies. Mesic vegetation mapping is particularly relevant 
for drylands where mesic resources drive habitat quality (Donnelly et al., 2016). 
Importantly, a significant use of vegetation maps in this study is expected from scientific 
communities seeking to understand carbon and water fluxes and storage within the study 
area (e.g. (Flerchinger et al., 2019; Renwick et al., 2019)). 
Conclusion 
Using a combination of optical and lidar data we were able to classify semi-arid 
vegetation types at high spatial resolution. The main source of misclassification was in 
mesic regions where riparian and aspen vegetation were confused. Incorporating canopy 
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height and riparian zone delineation significantly improved the mesic classification. 
MESMA classification of shrub-grass-soil mixed pixels leads to suitable accuracies; 
however, some misclassification between soil and shrub was observed.  In order to reduce 
uncertainty in the classification of spectrally diverse areas such as drylands, an approach 
that employs spectral and structural observations along with requisite data processing 
methods is required. Different configurations of vegetation biochemical and biophysical 
characteristics may lead to similar spectrums across optical wavelengths. Our 
straightforward method provides accurate classification maps of xeric and mesic vegetation 
in drylands across large heterogeneous areas. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION 
In chapter two, I investigated the potential of hyperspectral remote sensing for 
estimating vegetation nitrogen. In my study, I linked the physical processes driving the 
canopy radiation budget to different machine learning techniques. My analysis showed that 
while cross-validated empirical estimations of N is possible, care should be taken in 
interpreting the results. I showed that in drylands, the influence of soil and canopy structure 
on the total canopy radiation budget is stronger than the N signal. My main contribution is 
in the debate over the role of confounding factors in retrieving foliar N from hyperspectral 
data (Fisher, 2009; Y Knyazikhin et al., 2013; Y Knyazikhin et al., 2013a, 2013b, Ollinger 
et al., 2009, 2008; Townsend et al., 2013). In this debate the focus is on the role of canopy 
structure in the radiation budget and consequently N estimation in a closed-canopy system. 
I added soil as another source of confounding factors in an open canopy system which, 
indeed, covers the majority of terrestrial ecosystems. These findings will enable us to 
robustly upscale different leaf scale processes to ecosystem-scales in different terrestrial 
ecosystems, which is one of the main goals of the NASA Terrestrial Ecology program. The 
results of this chapter is published in IEEE TGRS (H Dashti et al., 2019).    
In chapter three I proposed an alternative method to remote sensing for 
photosynthesis studies based on DGVMs. In my study I calibrated the EDv2.2 model for 
drylands across an elevation gradient to estimate photosynthesis capacity and activity at 
the ecosystem scale (GPP). I showed that at low elevation sites, this model has great 
potential to capture GPP capacity and over long-term trends. Multiple contributions 
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resulted from this chapter. Calibrating these complex ecosystem models is a long-standing 
challenge in the community. PEST++ was recently introduced to the community as a 
calibration framework for EDv2.2. PEST++ is an efficient model-independent calibration 
method which returns the best parameter set with their confidence interval using 
mathematical regularization. I also discussed the potential pathways for improving model 
performance at higher elevations. The findings of this chapter directly contribute to another 
goal of the NASA Terrestrial Ecology program and project supporting this work, which is 
regional upscaling and predictive ecosystem modeling. This chapter is under review for a 
peer-reviewed journal.   
And finally, in chapter three I showed that integrating hyperspectral and lidar data 
can improve vegetation mapping in drylands over large areas where both xeric and mesic 
vegetation exist. The main contribution of this study was the framework developed for such 
a task. Our framework is straightforward and easy to interpret, and consistent with our 
ecological understanding of vegetation in drylands. This framework can be easily adapted 
for mapping global scale vegetation in drylands. Significant use of vegetation maps 
produced in this study is expected from scientific communities seeking to understand 
carbon and water fluxes and storage within the study area. This chapter has been published 
in the journal Remote Sensing (Hamid Dashti et al., 2019).  
The main products of my study advance the application of remote sensing to 
characterize dryland vegetation and model calibration in these ecosystems. As such, these 
studies have developed the foundation for exploring management scenarios of the 
sagebrush-steppe. Stakeholder agencies who may be interested in this work include the 
Bureau of Land Management, USDA Agricultural Research Service, United States 
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Department of Defense installations, and others working on the ecology of drylands. While 
the learning curve is steep for the EDv2.2 model, there are significant opportunities to pair 
scientists and land managers to develop meaningful scenarios for drylands. For example, 
the long- and short-term effects of wildfires or prescribed fires can be studied using GPP 
and other outputs. I should note that different ecosystem processes are mechanistically 
linked to each other in this model allowing long-term effects of disturbance.  
Here I would like to discuss a theoretical and a practical line of research that my 
study provided the foundation for and subsequent studies can build upon. The theoretical 
component is related to the p-theory used in chapter two for physical analysis of the 
radiation budget. Under black soil conditions, p-theory is a function of canopy structure. 
Currently there is limited knowledge on estimating p-theory parameters such as recollision 
probability and escape factors from hyperspectral data. I suggest an alternative approach 
in estimating these parameters based on lidar data. Lidar is explicitly a function of canopy 
structure and, to my knowledge, its potential in p-theory has never been investigated. 
Integration of lidar and hyperspectral in the context of p-theory will improve our theoretical 
understanding of how light interacts with vegetation from leaf to canopy scales. Another 
important line of research is data assimilation. In this study we showed the potentials and 
limitations of both remote sensing and DGVMs. A proper data assimilation framework 
should overcome the majority of these limitations leading to better ecosystem-scale 
predictions. Recent advances in remote sensing technology such as solar-induced 
fluorescence, spaceborne hyperspectral and full-waveform lidar may provide more robust, 
continuous data which can be used for constraining DGVMs such as EDv2.2.  
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SI Text 1. Data collection 
Study area. The semi-arid Great Basin (GB) covers 500,000 km2 and is considered 
one of the most imperiled ecosystems in North America by the Department of Interior 
(Integrated Rangeland Fire Management, 2016). Five sites were selected across the GB for 
the field study and data collection (Fig. S1). The Reynolds Creek Experimental Watershed 
(RCEW), Birds of Prey (BoP) and Hollister sites are located in Idaho and the Big Pine (BP) 
and Lone Pile (LP) sites are located in California on the eastern side of the Sierra 
Mountains. Elevation in the GB ranges from 400 m to more than 3000 m. The basins, which 
are located at the lowest elevations, are typically hot and dry while the higher elevations 
are cool to cold and moist. Annual precipitation across much of the region ranges from 150 
to 400 mm. The GB region encompasses a large portion of native sagebrush (Artemisia 
tridentata) community (Miller et al., 2013). Other shrub species common to the area 
include bitterbrush (Purshia tridentata) and rabbitbrush (Ericameria nauseosa). The GB 
has experienced a number of disturbances caused by the invasion of annual grasses such as 
cheatgrass (Bromus tectorum L), and the encroachment of pinyon (Pinus spp.) and juniper 
(Juniperus spp.) trees, fire, and extensive grazing (Roundy et al., 2014). 
We selected a semi-arid ecosystem as our study area for the following conceptual 
and technical reasons: (1) recent studies have highlighted the importance of semi-arid 
ecosystems in the global carbon cycle (Ahlström et al., 2015; Poulter et al., 2014), and 
further elucidation of vegetation parameters at fine scales in these ecosystems are necessary 
to investigate cross-scale interactions; (2) It has been suggested that studies conducted in 
ecosystems with sparse vegetation cover and low LAI might improve ourinterpretation of 
interactions between near infrared (NIR) spectroscopy and N (Lepine et al., 2016). LAI in 
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these ecosystems is not saturated as contrasted to forest ecosystems where reflectance may 
be insensitive to the variation of LAI and may cause misinterpretation of the interaction 
between LAI, N, and light, particularly in the NIR region (Yuri Knyazikhin et al., 2013c); 
and (3) semi-arid ecosystems provide the opportunity to study the impact of canopy 
background on the estimation of N. Previous related studies have focused on closed canopy 
systems, yet many ecosystems including savannas shrublands, and tundra, have open 
canopies with spectral mixing from the canopy background and structure. 
 
Field sampling.  Field data sampling was conducted during 2014 and 2015 (Table 
S1). A total of 147 (10 m × 10 m) plots were collected. Plots were selected based on 
stratified random sampling. Random locations were generated at each site, and plots that 
were accessible and representative of the micro-climate gradient (i.e. elevation gradient) 
were chosen. Moreover, considering the dominance of sagebrush and bitterbrush in the 
study sites, plots were selected based on the dominant cover of one of these two species. 
For the plots located in Idaho, the four corners were recorded using a Topcon HiperV RTK 
GPS (Topcon Positioning System, Ink) and sub-centimeter locations were processed using 
OPUS (Online Position User Service) and Topcon MAGNET Office software. A Trimble 
GeoExplorer 7 series GPS (Trimble, Inc) was used to acquire locational data for the plots 
located in California. At all sites shrub cover was determined along 5 transects running 
north to south every 2 m starting 1 m in from the corners using the line transect method. 
For each shrub in the plot, the canopy height and the minor and major widths were 
recorded. Within each transect, one shrub (in total six shrubs per plot) that was 
representative of the distribution of the shrub sizes inside the plot, was selected for N and 
canopy LAI measurements. The location of each individual was recorded using the GPS. 
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Single-sided leaf area was measured using a Li-COR Biosciences area meter (model LI-
2200; Lincoln, Nebraska) and AccuPAR (model LP-80, Decagon Devices Inc., Pullman, 
WA,USA) for each shrub. Some plots or shrubs were later removed from the analysis due 
to the high level of noise or technical problems such as instrument failure. In total 119 and 
147 plots were used for the analysis of the N and LAI, respectively. Green leaf samples 
were randomly clipped from different portions of each individual shrub, and these samples 
were oven-dried at 70° C for 48 hours and ground in a Wiley mill. Foliar N concentration 
(g N/100 g sample) was measured using a thermo Delta V Plus IRMS coupled to a Costech 
ECS 4010 elemental analayzer (Stable Isotope Laboratory, Boise State University). The 
canopy %N was calculated as the mean of the %N of the leaves collected from each 
individual shrub. The plot %N was calculated as the mean %N from each of the 6 shrubs 
in each plot. Similarly, the mean of the 6 LAI measurements was used as the plot-level 
LAI. 
 
Spectral data. Concurrent to field data collection during 2014 and 2015, the 
airborne AVIRIS-Next Generation (AVIRIS-NG; operated by NASA Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory) hyperspectral sensor collected overlapping flightlines of hyperspectral 
imagery (Table S1). In total 44 and 51 flightlines in 2014 and 2015, respectively, were 
collected over the study areas. The 2014 and 2015 images have a nominal pixel size of 2.6 
and 1.6 m, respectively. AVIRIS-NG samples 432 bands of radiance between 350 and 2500 
nm at continuous intervals of 5nm. The AVIRIS-NG Level 2 products were converted from 
radiance to reflectance, orthorectified and corrected for the atmospheric effects using 
Atmospheric REMoval (ATREM) algorithm (Gao and Goetzt, 1995). The 1300-1450 and 
1750-2000 nm bands were removed due to the strong influence of atmospheric water 
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absorption. Bands less than 400 nm were excluded from the analysis due to noise. The 
resulting 325 bands were used in the study. The mean reflectance of the pixels included in 
the plots were considered as the plot-level reflectance. Canopy spectral signatures were 
collected in the field using a FieldSpec Pro Spectroradiometer (ASD Inc., Boulder, CO, 
USA) for each of the 6 shrubs inside the plot. The ASD spectral resolution is 1nm which 
includes 2151 spectral bands within 350-2500 nm range. For each representative shrub, 
five measurements (10 replicates per measurements) were made. The fiber optic, with a 
field of view (FOV) of 25°, was positioned approximately 25-40 cm above the canopy 
equating to an approximate FOV of ~11-18 cm diameter. Before each shrub spectral 
measurement, a standard white panel with known reflectivity was used to normalize the 
shrub canopy measurements. Measurements were limited to within 2 hours of solar noon 
under clear sky conditions. Spectral measurements were collected in the lab using a contact 
probe on the dry leaves laying on a black surface with low reflectivity (less than 5% over 
the entire spectrum). Noisy bands and bands less than 400 nm and more than 2400 nm were 
excluded from the leaf scale analysis. The spectral reflectance of the background 
reflectance was also acquired from a number of plots. The background reflectance ranges 
from bare soil with no vegetation to soils with dead shrub, litter or biocrusts (further 
referred to here as soil). Fig. S2 shows the mean reflectance of the dry leaf, canopy, plot, 
and soil datasets. 
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Figure S1. Study area, the Great Basin. 
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Figure S2. Mean spectra of the dry leaves, canopy and plot-level measurements, 
and soil. 
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Figure S3. Variable selection for N at leaf (first row), canopy (second row) and 
plot (third row) scales. 
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Figure S4. Variable selection for LAI at canopy (first row) and plot (second row) 
scales. 
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Table S2. Comparison of selected bands using Ensemble method and known N 
absorption bands.   
Absorption 
region (±40nm) Chemicals 
Smoothe
d First derivative Log- transformed 
Derivative 
of log- 
transformed 
430 Chlorophyll-a  ×   
460 Chlorophyll -b  ×   
640 Chlorophyll -b     
660 Chlorophyll-a     
910 Protein  × × × 
1020 Protein ×  × × 
1510 Protein, nitrogen × × ×  
1690 Lignin, starch, 
protein, nitrogen 
    
1940 Water, lignin, 
protein, nitrogen, 
starch, cellulose 
 ×   
1980 Protein × × × × 
2060 Protein, nitrogen × × × × 
2130 Protein × × × × 
2180 Protein, nitrogen × ×  × 
2240 Protein × ×  × 
2300 Protein, nitrogen × × ×  
2350 Cellulose, 
protein, nitrogen 
× × ×  
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Table S4. Prediction rate for LAI at different scales using cross validation. 
 
Scale Canopy Plot 
Method Ensemble BR PLS_ref Ensemble BR PLS_ref 
PLS SVM RF   PLS SVM RF   
Smoothed 
R2 0.32 0.42 0.13 0.21 0.25 0.39 0.35 0.33 0.34 0.29 
CV 34.31 31.85 38.84 34.32 36.20 0.29 32.94 31.61 29.62 0.32 
Log transformation 
R2 0.29 0.41 0.13 0.27 0.23 0.35 0.40 0.32 0.41 0.30 
CV 35.85 32.51 38.81 33.26 36.55 31.84 31.97 32.68 28.77 32.91 
First derivative 
R2 0.33 0.41 0.39 0.38 0.26 0.35 0.42 0.39 0.32 0.34 
CV 34.04 31.42 32.50 30.65 35.75 30.29 30.42 29.60 29.98 31.27 
Log transformation of first derivative  
R2 0.26 0.48 0.43 0.38 0.27 0.32 0.34 0.37 0.30 0.30 
CV 0.35 0.30 31.36 29.91 35.38 33..33 33.09 30.51 30.20 32.34 
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Figure  S5. Cross validated predictions before (left column) and after (right 
column) correction for canopy structure and soil. 
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Table S5. Cross validation vs leave-one-dataset-out validation. 
 Plot scale datasets 
 Cross validation Prediction rate on external dataset 
 Ensemble Bayesian PLS_ref Ensemble Bayesian PLS_ref 
 PLS SVM RF   PLS SVM RF   
BoP-2014 
R2 0.57 0.57 0.53 0.46 0.47 0.32 0 0.05 0 0.33 
CV 15.77 15.39 16.01 14.93 16.11 13.97 28.71 34.48 14.09 14.27 
B0P-2015 
R2 0.51 0.58 0.62 0.51 0.49 0.43 0.51 0.02 0.37 0.44 
CV 14.43 14.67 13.86 13.33 15.06 20.69 19.55 26.16 20.67 0.29 
Hol-2014 
R2 0.48 0.60 0.51 0.46 0.42 0.13 0.02 0.12 0 0.15 
CV 17.22 15.32 16.61 15.32 17.87 14.43 21.74 12.90 7.90 13.02 
LP-2014 
R2 0.42 0.45 0.52 0.42 0.42 0.36 0.43 0.33 0.35 0.36 
CV 17.30 17.12 15.79 15.50 16.88 7.86 9.6 8.2 7.71 7.82 
LP-2015 
R2 0.43 0.48 0.44 0.37 0.40 0.19 0.04 0 0.09 0.18 
CV 16.04 16.61 16.19 15.22 16.59 9.51 14.45 31.75 9.88 9.34 
RC-2014 
R2 0.53 0.53 0.54 0.41 0.43 0.56 0.01 0.05 0.47 0.57 
CV 15.08 16.76 14.63 14.49 16.03 15.05 24.33 22.47 16.26 15.10 
RC-2015 
R2 0.58 0.59 0.55 0.47 0.55 0.15 0.01 0.03 0 0.30 
CV 13.63 13.58 14.43 13.38 14.27 27.90 28.64 22.86 25.87 29.61 
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Additional data sets 
• The AVIRIS-NG datasets S1 can be find in (Dashti et al., 2018): 
https://doi.org/10.3334/ORNLDAAC/1533 
 
• The field dataset S2 can be find in (Glenn et al., 2017): 
https://doi.org/10.3334/ORNLDAAC/1503 
 
 
 
 
